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Executive summary  

This document “ECOFACT Methodology and holistic management guidelines” is a public 

document of the ECOFACT project, delivered in the context of WP1, Task T1.3: ECOFACT 

methodology and guidelines for intelligent data-driven manufacturing management. The 

objective of Task 1.3 is to define a set of general procedural/methodological guidelines 

feeding into the high-level related features of the proposed ECOFACT platform. It particularly 

addresses the definition of a holistic methodology accounting for all the data sources, 

knowledge and personnel resources, general energy vectors, and generation assets, 

production machines, monitoring and control system, organizational systems, organizational 

structures, internal and external communication management aspects, etc. that are relevant 

for the correct deployment of the proposes approach. The link between the characteristics and 

challenges of relevant manufacturing processes/sectors and the responses and solutions 

provided by ECOFACT will be explained in this document. 

This report shows the relevant information of each DEMO factory (Biscuits, White goods, 

Beverage and Automotive) that participates in the ECOFACT project.; The information was 

collected through direct interviews and that included with different questions about the 

current practices and challenges and expectations in the aspects that ECOFACT platform wants 

to address: operations management, energy-aware manufacturing, environmental-aware 

manufacturing and an overall decision support system. 

In the ECOFACT context, an expected feature of the ECOFACT platform aiming to increase 

efficiency and improve the performance for demo sites in each different perspective reflected 

in the project is considered a challenge.  

Finally, this report has been the result of the involvement of a wide number of partners, both 

technical and industrial ones. Such collaboration has allowed analysing all the DEMO 

interviews and integrating the different expertise of the partners in operations, energy and 

environmental management aspects. Thus, the development of sections 2 and 3 has been 

completed by different technical partners, while section 4 has been development by CARTIF 

as a link between challenges and expectations defined by the industrial DEMOS and the 

ECOFACT platform components defined initially in the proposal. 

 

Figure 1: Deliverable creation process. 
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1 Introduction  

This document contains aspects that are relevant for the manufacturing processes of the demo 

sites: ATHENIAN BREWERY (Beverage), ARÇELIK (White goods), TOFAS (Automotive) and 

GULLÓN (Biscuits). This deliverable has been developed under the activities of the WP1 

“ECOFACT reference framework and methodology” and is one of the public deliverables 

of the ECOFACT project (EC-GA contract nº 958373). ECOFACT project aims at enabling 

manufacturing industries to optimize the energy performance of their production system in 

line with their relevant production constrains (time and resources), while at the same time 

introducing a novel green marketing approach through the concept of energy and 

environmental signature of the manufactured products from a life-cycle perspective.  

Particularly it addresses the definition of a holistic methodology accounting for all the data 

sources, knowledge and personnel resources, general energy vector and generation assets, 

production machines, monitoring and control systems, organizational structures, internal and 

external communication management aspects and including communication with other tools 

already implemented in the factories.  

 

 

Figure 2: Information to collect of the DEMO sites. 

 

This document is also a link between the characteristics and challenges of the manufacturing 

processes, and the responses and solutions provided by ECOFACT. A step between the draft 

concept and detailed specifications addressed at the initial steps of development e.g., 

monitoring architecture (T2.1 Architecture design for decentralized monitoring networks in 

manufacturing environments), LCA data mapping (T4.1 LCA/LCCA data mapping and 

orchestration) or IT framework (T5.1 Common IT framework and platform architecture 

specification) as well as the platform development itself (addressed in WP2 to WP5) and the 

whole concept demonstration and validation at TRL6-7 (WP6).  
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1.1 Demo data request interview 

With the idea of exploring the relevant information of each DEMO factory that participates in 

the project (AB, ARÇ, TOF and GUL), an interview form was created with different questions 

and challenges in the aspects that ECOFACT platform wants to address: operations 

management, energy-aware manufacturing, environmental-aware manufacturing and an 

overall decision support system. 

CAR, as task leader, conducted a series of interviews following that form with each factory 

addressing the different questions of the interview. The demos, when needed, had previously 

collected the information from different departments, so the interview could be dynamic in 

questions & answers. After the interviews themselves, a detailed transcription of each one was 

created so the rest of partners involved on the analysis phase could have a common source of 

information to later elaborate this current report. 

 

Figure 3: Structure of the interview and number of the questions per section. 

The demos have been reviewed from the point of view of the main categories of the ECOFACT 

Platform according to the figure, to improve by the end of the project in these different 

aspects: 

▪ Operations management: to consider all the complexity of manufacturing parameters 

related with components, usage of materials, machines, cells and lines, which together 

influence the energy performance of manufacturing processes. 
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▪ Energy aware manufacturing: to improve industrial energy efficiency by integrating 

real-time energy data and real-time predicted energy cost, into the production 

management systems. 

▪ Environment aware manufacturing: to use LCA and LCCA as valuable tools to 

address more ambitious sustainability improvements by integrating in its functioning 

near real-time approaches (dynamic LCA/LCCA). 

These components, together with the cybersecurity mechanisms underlying the overall 

platform concept, will act as enablers and provide inputs to a holistic Decision Support 

System (DSS) on top of the ECOFACT functional view, so that it can ultimately provide useful 

insights for factory and business managers. 

1.2 Structure of the document 

The structure of the document is as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the methodology, and 

Chapter 2 is a summary of the results of the different interviews of each factory. For each 

question of the interview, the reader will find a summary of the responses of each factory with 

common issues and differences among them. Chapter 3 covers the challenges and 

expectations of the 4 DEMOS from the ECOFACT platform, while Chapter 4 contains a series 

of platform expected features and a collection of high-level use case scenarios of such platform 

and Chapters 5 cover the conclusions. 

At the end of this document, they have been included 4 Annexes to provide a generic 

description of the manufacturing  processes of the 4 project demos. These are food (biscuit 

manufacturing), white goods (washing machines manufacturing), beverage (brewery) and 

automotive (car body paintshop). These descriptions were prepared by the demos (with the 

collaboration of other partners) as preliminary introductory material to the subsequent 

description and study of the demos facilities. For this reason, its content does not pretend to 

give very specific details of the demo installations. Although, in the case of washing machines 

and car body paint, the description of the production processes is made following a high-level 

and public description of the facilities of these two factories. 

Due to COVID19 it has not been possible to travel to visit the demo facilities and therefore 

confidential online workshops were organized where the various demo facilities and processes 

were shown to the consortium partners. With the objective of optimizing the time of the 

workshops, these description documents were prepared in advance with the aim of previously 

providing a general overview of the manufacturing key aspects such as: the possible 

production steps and their inter-relationship, the associated (English) terminology, short 

description of the possible required machinery and the qualitative description of the involved 

WAGES supplies. 

If the reader of this present document is already familiar with the terminology, stages and 

machinery associated with the 4 demos manufacturing processes, then the reader can skip 

reading the final annexes. However, if the reader does not have any prior knowledge about it, 

it might be recommendable to read the 4 annexes first and then go back to the main content 

of this deliverable. 
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2 Analysis of current practises in Demos about management: 

production, energy and environmental. 

2.1 General  

This section of the interview is about three general aspects of the DEMOs: the main 

manufacturing costs in order of their contribution to the total costs, the main raw materials in 

their process and the production schedule. Below the different questions will be described one 

by one. Firstly, the question itself will be shown in grey boxes and then the diverse given 

answers will be commented. 

 

1. Could you order the following components from highest to lowest in terms 

of their contribution to manufacturing costs? Could you provide approximate 

percentages % to the total costs? Include any other main additional cost contributor 

not included in this list if that is the case. 

During the interviews, the DEMOS provided the percentages of their contribution to 

manufacturing costs, being 1: the highest and 4: the lowest. 

 Biscuits 
White 

goods 
Beverage Automotive 

Raw and auxiliary 

materials: Product 

provisioning 

1 1 2 1 

Personnel 2 2 1 2 

Machinery cost 

(amortization 

and/or 

maintenance) 

3 3 3 4 

Energy and other 

utilities (e.g. 

water) 

4 4 4 3 

 

As can be seen, the highest percentage corresponds to the product provisioning, also known 

as purchases: raw materials and auxiliary materials, except for Beverage sector, where 

personnel are the highest manufacturing cost, also known as human resources. 

In most cases, the lowest manufacturing cost of the four proposed is the energy used in the 

process, but in the Automotive case, it is below the machinery cost. 

When speaking about auxiliary materials, the DEMOS are considering mainly packaging 

materials. 
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2. Indicate your five main raw materials and for each one of them indicate 

whether you have a single supplier or alternate several suppliers. Indicate if 

each of these materials is delivered in a synchronized way or if there is storage 

in the factory. 

During the interviews, the DEMOS provided the number of suppliers of their top five raw 

materials as it is shown in the next table. 

Main raw 

material 
Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

1º Flour (SSS) Sheet Metal (MS) Barley (MS) E-Coat (S) 

2º Sugar (SSSS) Plastic (MS) Yeast (S) Sealer (S) 

3º Fats (SS) Motor board (MS) Hops (SSS) UBC/PVC (S) 

4º Coverage (SSSSS) Power board (MS) 
Packaging 

material (S) 
Base-coat paint (SS) 

5º Cocoa (SSS) Motor (MS) Cans (S) Clear Coat paint (SS) 

 

Note: S:1 supplier; SS:2 suppliers; SSS:3 suppliers, SSSS:4 suppliers, MS: multiple suppliers. 

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained their strategy to manage their stock of raw materials. 

In Biscuit demo site the storage is managed like maintaining a minimal stock and the MRP 

system (Material Requirements planning) gives the necessary help for synchronizing the 

orders. Automatic stock orders are generated against the order scheduler although these 

orders always confirmed by the personnel. 

In the White goods demo the storage in the factory according to production planning. A 

minimum storage capacity is defined by the factory for each raw material. 

In Beverage demo, the main raw material, Barley, the supply is directly from farmers (around 

1000), there are not intermediate actors in this process. The factory helps directly the farmers 

and controls the expected yearly production (proportional to cultivated area). 

In the Automotive demo, the paint shop works with consigned stocks, not just in time material 

supply. A special zone in the factory is used for the stocks of these products. 
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What is your production schedule? Note: There are full stops, partial stops, holiday 

days on Christmas, on summer time, on religious holidays, etc  

This table shows the planned stops in the four DEMO factories. 

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Partial stops  

Specific holidays 

on Christmas 

and consecutive 

days depending 

on each year’s 

calendar  

Weekends, on 

Christmas, 

summer 

holidays and in 

religious days  

Packaging on 

weekends during low 

season   

Generally, one 

week of 

shutdown for 

inventory count 

at first week of 

year  

Religious and 

national days  

Full stops  No  

Two weeks of 

shutdown could 

be planned  

Stop for maintenance 

during 2 months 

(November and 

December) 

2 or 3 weeks of 

shut down for 

maintenance in 

summer 

(generally in 

august)  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  

In Biscuits demo site, there is not a fifth shift nor long stops on summer time or religious 

holidays. During summer, the factory workers have to rotate since there is lower availability of 

workers during this season, a fewer number of production lines are operated and therefore 

the production figures are reduced, however the factory is not fully stopped.  

In the White goods demo usually works 24 hours, in 3 shifts, 5 days a week. Sometimes 

according to the demand, it is necessary to work also some Saturdays. Anyway, it is possible 

to plan a full stop (2 weeks max) if the demand allows it, more likely during summer time than 

in winter (during religious holidays).  

In Beverage demo, the factory works 24/7 in 3 shifts per day regardless holidays or Christmas. 

In the case of Malthouse and Brewhouse the production is in batches, so it is possible to have 

stops during the weekends, however, packaging of final product needs to work 24/7 from May 

to July (high season), the rest of months packaging only works 5 days per week. Regarding to 

full stops, there is not a standard every year but there is usually a full stop during 2 months for 

maintenance on November and December.  

In the Automotive demo, there is a 2 shift of production for 5 days and each shift is 9 hours. 

According to the market demand, some shifts may be closed for low demand and additional 

2 hours may be added to each shift and/or Saturday may be opened as extra work for high 

market demand. The religious holidays are non-working days but, national holiday days may 

be opened for production according to high demand. (According to high market demand case 

for long period, plant may change the working pattern to from 2 shift 3 shift. In 3 shifts, the 

shifts are 7.5 hours and 6 days. An extra 1 shift may be added to Sunday in case of high market 

demand)  
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2.2 Operations management  

In the interview there is a section about the operations management in the Demos, that 

production types are carried out (flow shop, job shop, open shop), production planning 

requirements, scenarios for reaction on external economic incentives, the model scheduling of 

production optimization, rules applied or if there is storage of intermediate product or raw 

materials stocks in the factories. Following each one of the questions: 

3. What are the different production types that are carried out in your factory? 

Note: flow shop 1, Job shop2 and Open shop3 

Production 

Type 
Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Flow shop  X  X  X  X  

Job shop      X    

Open shop  X        

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  

In Biscuits demo site there are products that have a fixed structure and are processed in only 

one line and other products that are more flexible and can be manufactured in different lines. 

The lines that are part of the demo (involved in the ECOFACT Project) are flow shop since they 

are dedicated to specific products but the factory philosophy is moving increasingly towards 

a more open shop model.  

In the White goods demo the production type is flow shop, because the products are 

produced with the same equipment.  

In Beverage demo, the products follow a flow shop type for the packaging while the malting 

and the brewing process follow the job shop one.  

In Automotive demo all the products follow the flow shop system. In particular the car body 

paint shop is a “book example” of a flow shop organization, since car bodies can’t “leave” the 

production chain (except for the revision phase of “exceptional” cars that require non-standard 

procedures).  

It can be seen from the table that all the factories follow the flow shop system, due to its fixed 

linear structure.  

                                                 

1 , the manufacturing process follows a fixed linear structure, all orders need to be manufactured in the same way on 

the same machines 

2 the routing of each job can be individual, all orders (potentially) need to be manufactured differently on the same 

machines or a certain part of the same machines 

3 which a given set of jobs must each be processed for given amounts of time at each of a given set of workstations, 

in an arbitrary order, and the goal is to determine the time at which each job is to be processed at each workstation. 
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4. What are the main production planning requirements? Production planning 

refers to the strategy for the whole manufacturing process. It’s like a map consisting of all the 

processes that are needed to manufacture each product. Note: process characteristics, the 

manufacturing process have to follow some specific setup times, a scheduling (daily, hourly, 

weekly), information about other works on the relation of machines, routing (how the item is 

going to be produced), raw materials availability in stock, supplier’s lead times and prices, 

and others restrictions or features 

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

1  
Forecast of 

demand  
Customer orders  

Forecast of 

demand  

Assembly line 

requirements  

2  Lack of material  
Capacity of 

suppliers  

Maintenance 

program  
-  

3  Breakdowns  

Capacity of in-

house 

production  

Production 

capacity  
-  

 

 Additionally, each DEMO explained:  

In the Biscuits demo site, the production planning is a mixture between a scheduled planning 

based on the history and forecast of the demand and which is adjusted every 4 months. 

Specific orders or promotions sometimes lead to rescheduling. Besides that, a person per 

factory is responsible for production adjustments, which may be due to breakdowns, lack of 

supply, human faults, systems or supplier's failures or stocks system mismatches.  

In the White goods demo, the main driver of the production planning are customer orders. 

The production is planned daily, monthly and yearly according to the demand from customers.   

In Beverage demo, the demands are analysed based on factors like weather conditions and 

holidays, tourism and summer season and prioritized depending on available volume that has 

to be sold at specific time (marketing campaigns, extra offers for specific brands). 

Requirements of the maintenance program can also affect in the production planning. Material 

restrictions or shortages are usually less critical.  

In the Automotive demo, the production planning of the paint shop is totally imposed by the 

car manufacturing planning and is conducted on a monthly, weekly and daily basis. Production 

planning is always performed according assembly line requirements and constraints in order 

to reach the maximum efficiency of the assembly shop. Thus, cars are sequenced in 9 different 

waiting branches between paint shop and assembly line.  
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5. How is the type of model scheduling of production optimization in your 

factory? Production scheduling is process specific. It organizes separate parts of the whole production 

process and it’s adjusted depending on the real-time workflow. Note: Which are the targets (time, 

quantities), constraints for production optimization, qualitative description and specification of the use 

case scenarios etc 

Model 

scheduling of 

production 

Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

 

Working with 

orders history  

Controlling the 

demand forecast  

Adjusting every 

few months  

Orders are 

combined 

according to the 

models or SKUs 

Have priority 

according to 

customer 

delivery time 

requests   

Model scheduled 

rolling in 4 weeks 

Scheduling of 

production plans 

separated per 

manufacturing 

process (3)   

OSS as a central 

planning system  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
  

In Biscuits demo site the objective is to ensure to the client up to a very high percentage of 

delivery (99.5 %). This aim is reached through the following strategy: working with orders 

history, controlling the demand forecast and adjusting every few months.   

In the White goods demo the production is optimized with 2 restrictions. In the first one the 

orders are combined according to the models or SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) numbers to reduce 

the number of setups, to decrease the changes of the machinery. The second restriction is the 

production of some products will have the priority according to customer delivery time 

requests.  

In Beverage demo, there is a model scheduled rolling in 4 weeks (2 weeks always be constant 

and 2 weeks dynamic). There are three main manufacturing processes with separated 

scheduling of production plans. By the end of the year there is control of quantities in vessels 

for taxes. It needs to be at a minimum quantity to avoid many taxes.  

In the Automotive demo, the factory is using the OSS (Order Sequencing and Scheduling) as 

a central planning system. Planning responsible personnel enters model constraints into the 

system, dealer's orders flow into the system based on these constraints, and the 6-month MRP 

horizon is filled with real orders and order predictions. If the predictions do not return respect 

to real orders, it returns as material criticality. For this reason, if there is a lack of real orders, 

the company negotiates with domestic/foreign market about order fulfilment. After that 

period, the system tries to fill the planning according to the priority criteria.  
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6. Currently what rules are applied for production scheduling optimization 

like limited human resources, some kind of energy restrictions or 

environmental.  

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Limited human 

resources  

Personnel 

resources are 

not a limitation  

No, there are 

jokers or multi-

skill operators   

No, the 

personnel are 

almost always 

stable  

- 

Energy restriction  

Not exceed any 

energy limit but 

is controlled  

- - - 

Environmental limit  

No, the lack 

data is the main 

reason  

- - - 

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

In Biscuits demo site the personnel resources are not a limitation, in certain situations where 

additional workers are needed, they are hired through the temporary work companies. In the 

case of energy, the only restriction is when the factory exceeds the contracted maximum power 

and there is an economic penalty. As the factory protocol is to try not to stop production when 

the production planned is expected to exceed limits, a new maximum hired power would be 

contracted with the electricity supplier company in case it is needed.  

 In the White goods demo the human resources are not a restriction, they can use multi-skill 

operators for covering the holidays in the case that this is necessary. At the moment, they have 

three main restrictions more involved with efficient production methods: (1) a minimum stock 

for some parts of the washing machine to avoid any delays due to organization from suppliers, 

(2) inhouse production it uses stock in order to control down time of the equipment or any 

maintenance (3) preventive maintenance activities to try to reduce downtimes.  

 In Beverage demo, the human resources required for packaging department are planned in 

advance, with a minimal time in advance of 2 weeks, it usually necessary to hire temporal 

workers for packaging, especially in the high season in summer.  

In the Automotive demo, the main restrictions are related with the production constraints of 

the whole car manufacturing process. However, for the case of paint shop stage involved in 

the project, a possible restriction might be the need of sequencing bodies at the top coating 

process with the same colour to try to minimize paint products waste when changing the 

colour of the body car.  
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7. Does your productive process support the storage of intermediate product 

(also manufactured in the factory itself). If the answer is positive ¿What motivates 

the manufacture and storage of this intermediate product in your factory?  

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Storage of 

intermediate 

products  

No  Cabinet drum and Plastic  
Malt and bulk 

beer  
Yes  

Motivation  -  

Safety stock or because 

of orders (because of 

covering the setup times) 

Need of the 

products in the 

factory itself  

Buffers 

between  

different 

sections   

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

In Biscuit manufacturing there is not intermediate products as the process is continuous by 

definition (mixing of raw ingredients, baking of the dough, cooling and packaging) to ensure 

the expected quality. There are two cases that it could be considered like semi-finished 

product:  some products are retired out line due to machine breakdowns or lack of material, 

these products are storage in boxes, after these are reprocessed, it is generated a product 

called ‘escorza1’ and the second case is when there are other products called semi-finished 

products that are part of a one finished product, an example of this type is the assorted variety: 

which it is a box with several different products (biscuits) with a primary packaging in each one 

of them.    
  

In the White goods demo, there is an in-house storage of produced parts (cabinet, drum and 

plastic parts) and also sometimes other parts (supplied from supplier) are stored for safety 

stock, it is usually decided by the orders planned. There is a production stock capacity that it 

is defined by the factory and depends on the parts of the product. During the model changes, 

in order to cover setup times, stocks are also be used. For plastic parts, after injection molding, 

they must be aged at least 2 days. 
  

In Beverage demo, the malting is constantly produced at maximum capacity and the plant 

absorbs the 90% for own consumption and 10% is for exports, which is why it’s necessary to 

always keep a security stock. In the case the bulk beer, it’s stored in vessels; to keep a security 

stock as a buffer, they plan the demand anticipating any fluctuations of schedule for weather 

changes and reduce the peaks of the production or to avoid an expected problem in the high 

season.  

  

  

                                                 

1 Is a final product suitable for sale that for some reason related to plant operations is not palletized Broken cookie, a product 

that has lost its shape but is totally suitable for human consumption, for example. 
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In the Automotive demo, there are intermediate buffers between the different sections of the 

painting process, before the top coat lines, it happens the “lotting” operation where car bodies 

are sequenced according the same colour.  

 

8. How do you manage your raw material and auxiliary materials stocks? Note: 

Based on production planning (just-in-time supply) or always having a minimal raw material stocks, 

according to a forecast planning. Please, it is necessary to justify the answer.  

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Raw material 

and auxiliary 

materials 

stocks  

Minimum 

dynamic security 

stock  

Raw materials 

minimum 

material stock 

capacity  

Packaging 

materials and raw 

material like 

barley  

Specific level of 

stock  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

Biscuits demo site always works with a minimum dynamic security stock, that changes over 

time and according to circumstances of day to day, also the stock works in parallel with an 

automatic MRP (Manufacturing Resource Planning) system that guide the provisioning of raw 

and auxiliary materials from the suppliers. In the case of reel film (auxiliary material) for 

packaging, large provisioning stock is made in advance by volume are purchased.  
  

In Beverage demo, the packaging materials are the most demanding material because they 

are based on just-in-time-delivery. In the case of other raw materials like barley, besides it is 

required an associated germination capacity, it cannot get managed as a just-in-time supply, 

its management requires some specific conditions: humidity, temperature control, air control 

and to consume all barley by the end of the year.  
  

In the Automotive demo, the raw materials are ordered weekly according to the production 

plan, there must be always a specific level of stock, the main raw materials are consigned by 

the suppliers, but others are directly managed by the factory. There is huge difference in the 

delivery time from some products or others, this is the required time from the official order to 

the supplier till the requested products arrive to the factory.  
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9. Do your suppliers penalize you for making small purchases so you buy in 

large quantities for factory storage? Note: penalize in price, supplier’s lead times, others.  

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Penalty for 

small 

purchases  

No  No  No  No  

 

 Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

In Biscuits demo site, small purchases are not penalized. This only happens when small 

factories purchase from big suppliers.  

In the White goods demo, there are no penalties by suppliers for making small purchases. In 

case of standard production, the purchased quantities are not usually small. They may need to 

make small purchases sometimes for after sales service needs or for special type of product, 

in this case, they will be placing orders with other factories together.  

In Beverage demo, small purchases do not occur.   

In the Automotive demo, penalties for small purchases do not occur. The reason for this is 

that important components or input materials are stored in a consignment warehouse and 

supply of paint input material is negotiated directly at the higher group levels.  
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10. Besides demand (both firm orders and in anticipation), what other factors 

condition production scheduling? Note: For instance, the shortage of raw materials, the high 

energy cost in the summer months, the lack of personnel at certain times of the year.  

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

1  
Lack of personnel 

at certain times  

Capacity of 

machinery and 

tools  

-  Manpower  

2  -  
Capacity of the 

suppliers  
-  

Production 

capacity  

3  -  
Raw materials 

stocks  
-  Material  

4  -  

Capacity stock 

in-house 

production  

-  Stock policy  

  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

In Biscuits demo site, regarding the seasonality of the sales, in this case, the sales of the 

products are stable throughout the year, and they do not work with seasonality in raw material 

supply or customer's demand. Vacation periods actually cause slight falls in production 

numbers. Besides that, the cost of energy is not taken into account so far.  

In case of the White goods demo further restrictions that may affect the production, 

scheduling are the capacity of machinery and tools, capacity of the suppliers, raw materials 

stocks and capacity stock in-house production.  

In Beverage demo, no further scheduling factors are applied.  

In the Automotive demo, production planning is always performed according assembly line 

requirements and constraints.  
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11. Do you manufacture in advance to be stored (end product)? If the answer is 

positive. ¿What motivate this anticipation? Note: It is due to demand peaks concentrated in 

certain periods of the year, or a reduction in production capacity during certain periods of the year, or 

because it is more efficient to manufacture the same reference for a long time and avoid loss of 

production associated with downtime to adjust the line to a new reference.    

Motivation of 

manufacturing 

in advance  

Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

1  Order size  

Production to 

order. Rarely 

advanced 

production is being 

performed after 

supply chain 

confirmation 

Demand peaks 

of sales period 

and holidays  

Demand peaks 

on certain 

months  

2  -  -  -  

Reduction in 

production 

capacity during 

certain periods 

of the year  

 

 Additionally, each DEMO explained:   
 

The Biscuits demo site does not contain a large stock and does not work with a product 

security stock level as a part of the company's philosophy. For stabilized sales product are 

scheduled every 15, 30, 28 and 56 days depending on their order volume. Products are 

classified into A,B,C-categories, depending sales and turnover. For products with small orders, 

more quantities are produced and stocked since it is unprofitable to produce small quantities.  

In the White goods demo the factory usually performs production to order. Planning is 

generally based on a yearly demand estimation, as monthly bulks by local selling subsidiaries. 

Monthly production planning is done 3rd week of previous month. Only when demand forecast 

is visibly higher than previously estimated, with supply chain’s confirmation factory performs 

advance production. 

In the Beverage demo a warehouse will be used in order to anticipate those demands for 

short sales periods of time or special holidays.  

In the Automotive demo, in case of high demand on a certain month, they may prefer to 

make stock on the previous month. In case of the summer break in August, stock level is 

increased during July. Most of the stock is stored in the dealer’s locations and not in the factory.   
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2.3 Energy aware manufacturing  

In the interview there is a section about energy aware manufacturing in the Demos, Following 

each one of the questions: 

13. Have you carried out any study on how different manufactured products 

contribute to energy consumption? Note: No, because all products are manufactured in the 

same installation and it is not possible to separate them. No, because submetering is not available 

Please, justify your answer. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Studies 

carried out 
No  No  Yes  No 

Reason 

Only general 

studies on the 

level of 

electrical 

cabinets were 

carried out  

There is no 

significant 

difference 

between the 

different models  

X  

All products are 

manufactured in 

the same 

installation and 

it’s not possible 

to separate them  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:   

In Biscuits demo site no studies were carried out. There are measurements at the level of the 

electrical cabinets and they are extrapolated at line level but not to product level.   

In the White goods demo, also no studies were carried out, because the size of the products 

is almost same and there is no significant difference between the different models. 

In Beverage demo, there were studies carried out about energy consumption. In case of 

packaging there are differences among the lines. The returnable bottle line is the most 

inefficient due to bottle washer being the biggest energy consumer, along the process there 

is a bottle wash machine that has more consumption. In the case of can pasteurizing unit line 

as well but bottling line pasteurizing unit consumes more energy than the can line.  

In the Automotive demo, no studies were carried out, because all products (different car 

models) are manufactured in the same installations and it is not possible to separate them. 

There is one continuous painting line where eleven different car bodies are painted at the 

same time.  
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14. When planning the purchase of new production machinery do you 

consider the energy consumption (efficiency) of the possible choices? Note: Yes, 

before any other parameter. Yes, but not as a main parameter (after cost, production speed, others). No, 

we do not considerate it. Justify the answer.                                                                    

Efficiency is 

considered for 

purchase 

Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

 

No, it is not 

the most 

crucial factor  

Yes, it plays an 

important role 

Yes, it is 

considered  

Yes, for mechanical 

and electrical 

equipment 

investments  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

In Biscuits demo site energy efficiency of new machines is not the most crucial factor for their 

purchases. They are selecting their equipment, based on machine reliability and production 

capacity. In a situation that, all the available machines for purchasing are having the same 

features, energy efficiency can be a decisive factor.  

In the White goods demo, energy efficiency plays an important role. They are having internal 

Energy Efficiency Specifications to define the minimum requirements for equipment, machines 

and auxiliary facility equipment to be purchased in all global production plants, such as 

maximum air pressure requirements of the process equipment, minimum SEER levels of HVAC 

units, minimum efficiency classification of electric motors and design criteria in terms of energy 

efficiency for new buildings etc. For instance, before the purchasing phase, an internal 

template is filled to prove the new investment’s specifications are complying with the White 

good’s Energy Efficiency Specification. During the purchasing phase, Total Cost of Ownership 

(TCO) methodology is implemented to investigate the investments’ not only initial investment 

cost but also annual maintenance costs, annual energy consumption cost during the useful life 

time of the related investment. Addition to these, starting with beginning of 2020, if the related 

investment costs over 50k EUR and the installed capacity is higher than 50kW, shadow carbon 

price mechanism is applied to the total cost of ownership calculation to reflect the effects of 

the possible carbon pricing legislations. Thanks to all these approaches, investments are made 

in energy efficient and low-carbon technologies. 

In Beverage demo, energy efficiency of new machinery is considered. Especially when they 

have to purchase new equipment such as motors, pumps or compressors, they consider energy 

efficiency as the most important factor.  

In the Automotive demo, they are having an additional contract for mechanical and electrical 

equipment investments. For motors and fans, high-energy efficiency is crucial for their 

selections. Currently, they are adopting LED replacements for lightning.  
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15. Do you use any energy rule when starting up the production machinery? 

Note: For instance slow start-ups (or not simultaneous), even at the cost of sacrificing start-up speed or 

personnel costs. Some of its production process have two mode of operation: 1) fast in production speed 

but inefficient in energy terms 2) slow in production speed but efficient in energy terms. Please, justify 

the answer. 

 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Cars 

Answer  No  No No Yes 

Comments 

There is a 

starting plan for 

each machine 

but energy rules 

are not taken 

into account.  

The equipment 

are designed to 

decrease energy 

consumption. 

They are 

automatically 

passing through 

the Stand-By 

mode in case of 

any stoppage, 

idle time, break 

time, etc  

Prioritize 

personnel costs 

that energy costs  

There is a 

process that 

determines who 

and when should 

start each 

process 

equipment 

manually  

Additional 

Comments 
- - 

It takes a lot of 

people to run a 

production line, 

so the cost is 

much higher.  

The factory is 

currently 

launching a pilot 

project to 

automate this 

process to 

optimize it.  
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16. Which is the energy management model in its manufacturing process? Is 

it taken for granted or limited in some processes? Note: some examples of the 

restrictions could be the maximum electric power allowed or contracted with the utility company. Other 

option could be shifting some asynchronous machines/production steps from energy-cost peak hours 

to energy-cost valley hours.  

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Energy 

management 

model  

Control of 

maximum 

electricity 

allowed  

Energy taken 

for granted  

Produce their 

own steam  

Control of 

maximum 

electricity 

allowed  

 

In Biscuits demo site, energy is not taken for granted. However, the only restrictions related 

to energy management are electricity restrictions if the maximum allowed power is exceeded. 

If this threshold is surpassed, important economic penalties are imposed.  

In the White goods demo, energy is taken for granted and there are no energy restrictions. 

Energy cost is not the main contributor of the total production costs neither a target when 

optimizing process costs, as the production processes in this demo are not energy intensive.  

In Beverage demo, energy is taken for granted and there are no energy restrictions, not even 

in the form of electricity hourly costs. However, steam produced in some process stages is 

reused within the production process as an energy source.   

In the Automotive demo, energy is taken for granted as the only restrictions related to energy 

management are electricity restrictions if the maximum allowed power is exceeded and this 

situation never occurs as the maximum values contracted are never attained. There are no 

electricity hourly costs and electricity is not a target for the production planning.  
   

As a conclusion, in three out of four demos, energy is taken for granted. However, both the 

Spanish and the Rumanian demos have electricity restrictions so that they must not exceed 

the maximum allowed power.    
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17. How do you internally split the cost of process energy?  Note: by workshop, 

department, sector line, machines. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

By  

machines  
X  

• Plastic Injection 

• Bearing Insertion 

• 1250 Transfer Press 

• Shrinkage Machine  

• Cabinet Line’s 

Machine 

• Drum Line’s 

Machines 

 

X  

X (Selected and 

specific 

equipment)  

By department or 

sector line  

• Manufacturing  

• Silo (End 

product 

storage)  

• Offices  

• Assembly Lines 

 
X  

• Paint shop   

• Body shop   

• Assembly shop  

• Press Shop  

• Suspension 

Shop  

By type of energy    

• Primary Energies 

(Electricity, Natural 

gas)  

Secondary energies 

(Compressed air, hot 

water, chilled water) 

  

• Primary 

Energies 

(Electricity, 

Natural gas)  

• Secondary 

energies 

(Compressed 

air, hot water or 

steam)  
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18. What is the methodology used for split: direct monitoring vs estimation? 

Note: In case of estimation what are the main parameters involved. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Methodology  Estimation  
Direct 

Monitoring  

Direct 

Monitoring and 

Estimation  

Estimation  

Main 

Parameters for 

Estimation  

Nominal Power  X  Steam meter  
Mobile Energy 

Analysers  

 

In Biscuits demo site the methodology used to distribute the energy cost is by estimation 

based on nominal power. The nominal powers are separated in three areas: manufacturing, 

the automatic warehouse and offices.  

In the White goods demo, the costs are split directly with an energy monitoring system. It is 

possible to automatically monitor the equipment consumption related to the process in the 

energy monitoring system. Electricity, chilled water energy, compressed air and water 

consumption of each machine can be tracked via online monitoring system. 

In Beverage demo, the methodology used to distribute the energy cost is direct monitoring 

of consumptions for brewery and estimation for the malting consumption, but also cooling 

and electricity used for heating.  For that purpose, there is a steam meter towards malting with 

a high-level estimation.  

In the Automotive demo the measuring is made with mobile energy analysers. The 

consumption is divided to lines. The estimations are made according to the installed power 

that cannot be measured.   

In the White Goods demo the costs of process energy is directly monitored by an energy 

monitoring system and calculated automatically. The other demo sites are using estimation to 

split the cost of process energy.  
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19. Do you have in your factory some energy source provided from 

cogeneration energy or transformation assets? Note: Cogeneration or combined heat 

and power (CHP) is the use of a heat engine or power station to generate electricity and useful heat at 

the same time. Tri-generation or combined cooling, heat and power (CCHP) refers to the simultaneous 

generation of electricity and useful heating and cooling from the combustion of a fuel or a solar heat 

collector. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Cogeneration 

systems 
No No No No 

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

 The four ECOFACT demo sites do not have cogeneration systems in their facilities. The 

Automotive demo explained that the cogeneration plan is not feasible from an economic 

perspective and all the generated steam is directly used in their own process. The same 

happens with the Beverage demo site: again, the steam is directly used in the facility.   

The White goods demo does not have a cogeneration system, but it produces renewable heat 

and power thanks to a photovoltaic power plant with installed capacity of 930 kW and a 

concentrated solar power system of 700 kW capacity. The PV system is able to generate almost 

1 MWh per year electricity. The CSP hot water production is used for heating purposes in 

winter period, while in summer the heat energy is used for process cooling through absorption 

chiller.  
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20. How do you maximize revenues of own generation assets satisfying 

industrial demand constraints thus not interfering with manufacturing 

process Note: mainly selling the energy generated, coordinating the generation, own consumption 

and market sale, or other mechanisms. 

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Own 

generation 

assets  

No  Yes   No  No  

Type  -  
Renewable heat 

and power  
-  -  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

Among the four demos, only the White good plant has its own generation assets, producing 

renewable heat and power.   

The PV plant is designed to satisfy a specific portion of the consumption of the facility and is 

currently not able to sell the extra electricity produced because of regulatory aspects. A 

procedure to obtain technical and legal approval to sell the extra electricity is ongoing. At the 

current status all the exceeded electricity that can be potentially produced during the weekend 

is not used, and there is an automatic shutdown of the system.  

The PV production is used to cover the general energy consumption of the facility, and only 

the 15% of it supports the production system.  
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2.4 Environmental management  

22. Do you implement some EPD Environmental Product Declaration program 

Note: If the answer is yes ¿What reason for the implement of EPD? For instance: demanded by its clients, 

own initiative by RSC, marketing tips for commercial differentiation. 

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

EPD 

Environmental 

Product 

Declaration 

program  

No  No  No  No  

 

  

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 
   

In Biscuits demo site it does not exist a strict EDP program, according to ISO 14025. However, 

environmental aspects of the product associated with its life cycle are taken into account, such 

as aspects of Eco-design or the sustainability of raw materials and packaging.  

In the White goods demo, it has not been implemented an EPD (Environmental Product 

Declaration) program yet, Life Cycle Assessment analysis has been started. After completion 

of LCA, it will be evaluated to apply EPD or Ecolabel etc. 

In Beverage demo, the brewing industry has not implemented and EPD (Environmental 

Product Declaration) yet. 

 In the Automotive demo, it is shown that automobile is not applicable as a product for EPD 

programs. There are not EPD programs for the whole car product, but only for some car 

components industries like the seats factories.  
  

As a conclusion, we can observe that the industry has not implemented any environmental 

product declaration programme (EPD) at the moment; although some of them, are in the 

process or are planning to do so in the short term.  
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23. Currently how do you calculate the environmental impact based on 

existing information? Note: in-house calculation of impacts, external experts, other. 

  Biscuits  
White 

goods  
Beverage  Automotive  

In-house environmental 

impact calculations  
Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  

Calculating upstream 

impacts  
?  Yes  Yes  ?  

Third party verification  ?  Yes  ?  Yes  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

 During the interviews, the DEMOS described how they are currently calculating the 

environmental impacts associated with their products and processes.  

The Biscuits demo explained that they carry out environmental and risk assessment in 

accordance with the ISO 14001 standard for environmental management systems (ISO, 2015) 

and the European directive on prevention and remedying of environmental damage (European 

Commission, 2004). The company is ISO14001 certified.  

The White goods demo explained that they calculate environmental impacts from each of 

their processes and then evaluate the associated risks using the Fine-Kinney method (Kinney 

and Wiruth, 1976; Fine, 1971). Based on the risk assessment, the company sets up an action 

plan to reduce the risk, and then the risks are revaluated regularly. Addition to this, GHG 

emissions from upstream activities (Scope-3 emissions from purchased raw materials and 

components, business travel, employee commuting, treatment of waste and wastewater 

generated in the production) and downstream activities are calculated and verified by a 3rd 

party organization yearly as well as Scope-1 and Scope-2 emissions. Also, LCA studies have 

been started to apply to evaluate environmental impacts with a holistic approach 

The Beverage demo explained that they evaluate the carbon footprint of their product 

including upstream crop production, transportation, and their own production processes.  

The Automotive demo explained that they calculate environmental impact following a 

defined methodology including strengths, possibility, and legal situation. Third-party 

verification takes place every year.  
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24. Environmental information provided from main suppliers following the 

collaboration chain (including raw materials and energy suppliers).Note: 

ECOFACT foresees a sharing of environmental information in the value chain to favour the overall 

optimization of environmental impact.  

  Biscuits  
White 

goods  
Beverage  Automotive  

Environmental 

information 

from suppliers  

Yes  Yes  No  Yes  

Type of 

information  

Company-level 

environmental information, 

including certifications  

Environmental 

and energy 

related 

performance 

data including 

certifications 

-  

Energy 

consumption, 

emissions, 

waste  

Frequency of 

information 

provision  

When requested through a 

‘supplier evaluation 

questionnaire’  

Annual -  Yearly  

 

  

 Moreover, the Biscuits demo expressed that while they currently receive company-level 

information from supplier on the company level, product-level environmental information and 

certifications would be interesting in the future. They see an opportunity in using blockchain 

technology to enable this.    

 

In White Goods demo, data is collected about environmental (water consumption, waste 

generation, GHG emissions) and energy related (electricity consumption, fossil fuel 

consumption, energy efficiency initiatives) performance data and some general environmental 

and energy information (ISO 14001 Certification etc) from our suppliers, which covers 80% of 

White Good’s purchasing portfolio. Studies are ongoing to extend all global suppliers. 

 

Figure 4: Supply chain collaboration. 
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25. When selecting your raw material suppliers, does its associated 

environmental impact have any weight?  Note: No, the suppliers are selected based on 

cost and quality raw material quality criteria; Yes, but only for certain products; Yes, but only as 

secondary criteria. Justify the answer. 

  Biscuits  White goods  Beverage  Automotive  

Specific  

Environmental 

Criteria  

Present  

Yes  Yes  No  No  

Comments  

Not Primary 

selection 

criteria, but 

very important 

for certain 

ingredients 

(Palm Fat & 

Cocoa)   

ISO 14001 & 

ISO 50001 in 

place and 

drive the 

practice of 

Environmental 

impact 

assessment of 

suppliers  

Some ad hoc 

initiatives in 

place like 

Green Barley 

and Use of 

recycled 

packaging   

For Chemicals 

environmentally 

friendly and less 

hazardous suppliers 

are preferred  

 

In relation to environmental criteria having an impact on raw material purchasing decisions in 

the four pilot sites, it is only a key decision metric in the White Goods site. Compliance with 

the Environmental Management System is required in all of the activities from the beginning 

of the commissioning process of their suppliers. The suppliers' environmental management 

system is questioned while the self-assessment is made during the application, they make to 

the suppliers’ portal, and the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System certificate is 

requested. Prohibited and Restricted Chemical Substances Specification includes international 

regulations regarding chemicals for the product and creates safe conditions of use against 

possible damages of chemicals used in the product. All our suppliers must comply with this 

specification. It is undertaken that will not work with suppliers who have not received the ISO 

14001 certificate until January 1, 2023. On the other hand, it is undertaken that will not work 

with suppliers who have not the ISO 50001 Energy Management System certificate until 2030. 

The target will be applied gradually in years according to amount of energy consumption of 

their suppliers. The environmental indicators of suppliers have been tracked and evaluated for 

years, as of 2021 the related process is outsourced to a 3rd party. White Goods has a 

department which is specialized on sub-part suppliers, called Supplier Development and 

Digital Transformation Department to improve their suppliers’ processes and digitalization 

levels. Energy efficiency levels and compliance with environmental legislation are evaluated 

and improvement of these issues is supported by the related department. As required 

Responsible Purchasing Policy and targets, it is committed to cooperate with suppliers that 

fulfil the supplier terms and material conditions determined in purchasing processes in order 

to supply environmentally friendly products, materials and services. 
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The other sites use environmental impacts as decision making criteria on a more ad hoc basis 

and for particular raw materials like Palm fats and Cocoa in the Biscuit site, certain chemicals 

in the Automotive site and recycled packaging in the Beverage site. 

2.5 Overarching components  

In the interview there is a section about platform overarching components, such as external 

data sources not integrated yet by decision making and challenges of the Demos of integrating 

heterogeneous data sources. Following each one of the questions: 

27. What kind of external data sources do you use for decision making? Note: 

weather forecasting, energy pricing, LCC databases, other type of data. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

External data 

sources for 

decision 

making  

Electricity tariffs 

system  

Trends and 

market news 

about price 

drops of raw 

materials  

 

Weather data 

(HDD and CDD 

values) 

Weather 

forecasting  

Weather 

forecasting  

 

Additionally, during the interviews each DEMO:  
 

In Biscuits demo site there is an agreed maximum hired electric power with energy suppliers 

for avoiding penalties and the energy consumption review is performed based on electricity 

bills analysis. Furthermore, in the case of raw materials, trends and market news about price 

variations are analysed by the purchasing department.  

White goods demo is using multi linear regression analysis to forecast the energy 

consumption of the facility with different variables such as weather data (Heating Degree Days 

(HDD) and Cooling Degree Days (CDD)), product quantities etc. 

In Beverage demo, for customer demand, the weather forecasting is the main external data 

source as the production is heavily affected by the seasons.  

The Automotive demo, uses weather forecasting for budgeting of the heating processes as 

there are many differences economic costs among seasons. For instance, from the natural gas 

consumption point of view, it is more efficient to paint the car bodies during the summer, this 

weather data source is used to calculate the expected gas costs but is not used to modify the 

production planning, since it is fixed by the overall automotive manufacturing process and 

cannot be changed.  
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3 Challenges and expectations from DEMOS for the platform 

features 

Following are reflected the answers given to interviews about expected challenges by the 

DEMOS, being classified in the different platform perspectives: 

3.1 Operations management  

12. What challenges about including new rules for scheduling optimization 

do you want to implement in the near future? Note: This question is related to next 

action A2 of the Task 1.3 implementation planning 

 

Challenges 

scheduling 

optimization  

Biscuits  
White 

goods  
Beverage  Automotive  

  

• To avoid unexpected 

planning changes  

• Predictive maintenance   

• Energy efficiency 

indicator (per line or 

product)  

Optimization 

program for 

production 

planning  

To increase the 

variety of 

products and 

packaging  

Master Plan 

Optimization  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained:  
 

In Biscuits demo site, their main objective is to avoid planning changes like unexpected 

breakdowns or unplanned lack of resources, these events must be reduced as much as possible 

since the company’s philosophy is to achieve a service delivery performance of 99.5% 

minimum to customers. For them, predictive maintenance is considered as one of the best 

tools against unforeseen events. By the end of the project a challenge will be to have ready an 

energy ratio KPI per line and per product that facilitates decision-making, they are interested 

in knowing in which line will be more efficient to manufacture a product.  They’d like also being 

able to manufacture a product in a factory production type similar to an Open Shop 

philosophy.  

White goods demo has been started to develop an optimization program 

for scheduling where are evaluated restrictions like in-house production capacity or minimal 

raw materials stocks with the orders. 

Beverage demo would like to increase the variety of products and packaging, also they are 

really interested in different kind of beers: non-alcoholic and malt-based drinks, expected 

within 3 years. These changes will affect the planning of production and scheduling 

optimization   

The Automotive demo has started a project for Master Plan Optimization based on Smart 

Sequencing between paint shop and the assembly shop, currently, the waiting branches at the 

assembly shop entrance are managed automatically.  
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3.2 Energy aware manufacturing  

21. Do you have current or future scenarios for reaction on external 

incentives and apply energy management strategies?  Note: e.g thus sometimes 

privileging feed-in and other time flexibility services selling.  

Future energy 

scenarios 
Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

 No 

Electricity and 

thermal energy 

generated from 

RES 

No No 

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

Biscuits and Beverage demo site did not consider strategies for external incentives or 

flexibility service selling, since there is no extra energy produced in their facilities. 

Only the White goods demo site can generate electricity and thermal energy locally from 

renewable sources. For that demo a future strategy is to sell the excess of electricity produced 

during the weekend. Another possibility is to implement electric vehicle charging station that 

will allow increasing the flexibility of the renewable energy generation system.      

Automotive demo is aware of a possible incentive promoted by the Ministry of Energy and 

Natural Resources in Turkey that provides the 30% of the investment grant for projects of 

efficiency increasing, but no strategies are foreseen for the near future.   
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3.3 Environmental management  

26. Do you consider that reducing the environmental impact of your products 

would be valued by the customers of your products Note: Yes, even at the cost of 

increasing its price; No, price and quality are the indicators that our potential clients take into account,  

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Product 

Environmental 

Impact valued 

by costumer  

Yes  Yes  No  No  

Comments  

Company request 

this from its 

suppliers and 

looks to provide 

it for their 

customers  

Recent market 

studies carried 

out state 

environmental 

awareness of 

sustainability is 

important to 

customers  

This is not a 

consideration of 

the company to 

date  

Customer’s 

concerns in 

relation to 

environmental 

impact is at 

product use not 

production  

 

In the Biscuits demo, the company believe reducing environmental impact of their products 

is valued by their customer base, they actively engage with their own suppliers to make 

suppliers understanding environmental impact and also provide this information to their 

customers.  With the White goods demo, market studies have been carried out over the years 

which demonstrate that environmental impact and energy efficiency are very important 

decision factors when customers are looking to purchase these types of products, increasing 

awareness of sustainability appears as a new criterion for customers, besides price and quality, 

however it is less certain that customers value the environmental impact of how the product 

is produced.  For the Beverage demo site providing environmental impact information to 

customers has not be considered valued to date but the company recognise that the market 

is changing and this information is likely to be an important factor going forward. In relation 

to the Automotive demo, the customer is concerned with the environmental impact of the 

product in its usage stage as opposed to its production stage.  
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3.4 Overarching components  

28. What challenges of integrating heterogeneous data sources do you want 

to implement in the near future? Note: This question is related to next action A2 of the Task 

1.3, possibly coming from different levels of organization or verticals like production and management. 

 Biscuits White goods Beverage Automotive 

Challenges 

 of integrating 

 

heterogeneous 

data source  

Data energy 

consumption 

with the quantity 

of different 

products 

produced [KWh 

per Kg and per 

manufacturing 

line]  

Data collected 

by weather 

stations and 

outdoor 

temperature 

sensors in 

forecast 

algorithms  

Energy 

changes in 

bottling line 

with info of 

speed of 

machines  

Monitoring of 

energy losses 

based on weather 

conditions, current 

production figures 

and energy 

consumption  

 

Additionally, each DEMO explained: 

In Biscuits demo site, they aim at integrating the data of energy consumption, with the 

quantity of different products produced, to get a ratio as reliable as possible of KWh per Kg of 

product and per manufacturing line. Furthermore, they would like to integrate data about 

energy consumption, related costs and the current production process plan to analyse which 

lines are the most expensive when starting, during product changes or based on other 

parameters, to optimize production process.  

In White goods demo, they aim at integrating the data collected by weather stations and 

outdoor temperature sensors, which they have already installed in their pilot sites, in the 

energy forecast algorithms like data source in the Arctic Washing Machine Factory with online 

energy and weather data.  

In Beverage demo, they aim at correlating the measurement of energy changes in the bottling 

line (not yet available), with the info of the speed of the machines, to evaluate how this 

parameter impacts on the energy consumption, mostly in bottling line, where it is believed 

that at less speed the line can consume less energy per bottled product.  

In Automotive demo, they aim at developing a system for instant monitoring of energy losses, 

based on the correlation of values collected about weather conditions, current production 

figures and current energy consumption. The objective is to develop a “normalized” energy 

consumption system, capable of identifying if the energy consumption corresponds to the 

boundary conditions of weather and production figures or not. This is needed, because the 

energy consumption of the paint shop does not depend only on the number of produced 

vehicles and the good/bad operation of the line equipment, but it is the result of a correlation 

between weather conditions and number of produced vehicles. For this reason, the idea is 

using a KPI system that considers these three parameters. 
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4 Definition of platform features through high level use case 

scenarios  

This section summarizes a series of platform expected features and challenges drawn from the 

answers of the interviews described on section 2 and section 3 of this same document, as a 

collection of high-level use case scenarios of the platform related to the demo sites. This 

information about challenges is contained in grey boxes, and the explanation of how ECOFACT 

platform will help to achieve them, is contained in salmon boxes. In this way the ECOFACT 

platform features are defined along this chapter. 

 

Figure 5: ECOFACT platform components. 

This chapter is divided by ECOFACT components, proposed from 4 different perspectives 

which are relevant to accomplish the foreseen objectives for an efficient and sustainable 

manufacturing: 

▪ Operations management: to consider all the complexity of manufacturing parameters 

related to environment, components, usage of materials and resources, machines, 

equipment, facilities which together influence the energy performance of 

manufacturing processes. 

▪ Energy-aware manufacturing: to improve industrial energy efficiency by integrating 

real-time energy data and real-time predicted energy cost, energy patterns anomaly 

and advisory actions to reduce energy cost and increase energy efficiency into the 

production management systems. 

▪ Environmental-aware manufacturing: to use LCA and LCCA as valuable tools to 

address more ambitious sustainability improvements by integrating in its functioning 

near real-time approaches (dynamic LCA/LCCA). 

▪ Additional overarching components: These previous components, together with 

cybersecurity mechanisms underlying the overall platform concept, will act as enablers 

and provide inputs to a holistic Decision Support System (DSS) on top of the ECOFACT 

functional view, so that is can ultimately provide useful insights for factory and business 

managers. 
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It can be seen in the Figure 5 the components of the different perspectives Operations, Energy, 

Environment considered for ECOFACT platform. 

4.1 Operations management  

In the operations management perspective two components of the ECOFACT platform can be 

considered: Industrial digital twin and production planning algorithms. 

 

 
Figure 6: Operations management components. 

In the next section, each of them is explained in detail. 

4.1.1 Industrial digital twin component 

This component is an evolving digital profile of the manufacturing processes helping holistic 

performance optimization by integrating massive, real- time data processing and advanced 

(CAD, resource and energy) models.  

 

ECOFACT approach towards digital twin paradigm will be strongly focused on: 

 

▪ Data exchange interoperability based on recognized industry standards (e.g. OPC-UA 

(Unified Architecture)) to provide a seamless and non- disruptive integration of 

heterogeneous data sources (mainly through the so called ECOFACT Data Brokering 

Layer1). 

▪ Coordination of inputs and capabilities of (3) different modellers and simulation 

engines:  

(i) 3D factory models give context to real-time process and energy 

measurements and simulation-based forecasts. 

(ii) Material-flow models involve quantification of flows and stocks of materials 

or substances in a well-defined system, in the case of ECOFACT manufacturing systems. 

 

[Biscuits] Challenge -To avoid unexpected planning changes (production). 

The material-flow model will help to define the future planning to avoid the disadvantages 

of the frequent changes on the production schedule in the factories by improving the 

materials management. 

 

(iii) Energy models encompass the involved energy equipment, process 

complexity and predictive management objectives for each manufacturing phase of the 

demo cases. These models and algorithms will feed in the production planning and 

scheduling rules to optimize manufacturing costs and the use of energy resources. 

 

                                                 

1 responsible to aggregate data and push them to data consumers, implementing a communication system between the mutually 

interacting ICT components 
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Models generated will contribute to provide ECOFACT predictive management capabilities and 

enable the creation of integrated (energy + process =ERMS1) digital twins. 

 

4.1.2 Production planning algorithms component 

This ECOFACT component will be composed by algorithms for production scheduling 

strategies considering real and forecasted data on product demand and resource availability 

and environmental-related constraints towards the selection of optimal machine assignment 

scenarios. This component includes: 

▪ Analysis and specification of production planning requirements and generalization 

of production types (e.g. flow shop, job shop, open shop etc.). This comprises the 

description of the product type, product portfolio, process characteristics and 

sequences, influence of setup times and relation of machines. 

 

[Biscuits] Challenge - To evolve to a production model oriented to Open Shop, being 

able to manufacture the same product in different lines. 

The analysis of production planning requirements of different lines can help to develop a 

more open production structure which will be able to manufacture different types of product 

references in each line and as result increase performance and get more flexibility.   

 

[Beverage] Challenge - To brew different kind of beers (non-alcohol) and malt-based 

drinks). 

The analysis of production planning requirements can help in the definition the production 

structure to brew different kind of beers as sequences and relation of machines that are 

necessary in each case in the production line. 

 

▪ Formal models of scenarios for reaction on external incentives (e.g. by 

volatile energy) for development of energy management strategies. 

▪ Qualitative description and specification of the use case scenarios as formal 

scheduling with target functions and constraints for production 

optimization. 

 

[Biscuits] Challenge - To avoid unexpected planning changes (production). 

The definition of formal scheduling with target functions and constraints can improve the 

future production planning and increase the effectiveness. 

 

[White goods] Challenge - To optimize program for production planning  

The definition of formal scheduling and constraints for production optimization will be applied 

to define the new production planning.  

 

[Beverage] Challenge -To generate new rules for scheduling optimization. 

The definition of formal scheduling with target functions can provide a support to generate 

new own rules for scheduling optimization. 

                                                 

1 Energy and Resource Management System 
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[Beverage] Challenge - To increase the variety of the products and packaging, for 

instance smaller lots and batches smaller. 

The production planning algorithms will help to create and optimize orders for the different 

kinds of packaging sizing 

 

 

[Automotive] Challenge - To optimize the sequencing between the paint shop and the 

assembly shop, automatically managing the waiting branches. 

The definition of scheduling with target functions can help to optimize the sequencing 

between different stages of the production process. 

 

 

[Automotive] Challenge – To calculate in real time two main KPIs useful for the paint lot 

optimization: SSAR (Scheduled Sequence Achievement Ratio, %) and STAR (Scheduled Time 

Achievement Ratio, %). 

These scheduling KPIs could be included in the platform production planning algorithms, in 

this way to be able to integrate new KPIs interesting for demo site production optimization. 

 

Management of maintenance 

The models generated will contribute to provide a better predictive management capability 

and enable the creation of integrated optimization applications.  

 

[Biscuits] Challenge - Predictive maintenance: detection of unforeseen events, avoid 

changes due to unexpected breakdowns.  

The platform will collect data about events and production management analysing this 

information, it will be able to report the possible breakdowns information into Dashboards 

that form the Decision Support System. 

 

[Automotive] Challenge Calculation of the KPI MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) 

focussed on the equipment with high level of consumption to improve the efficiency and 

prevent losses.  

The platform can include maintenance KPIs related to production downtimes and can relate 

to high level consumption equipment. 

 

The proposed technological solution will be interconnected to the already available 

Manufacturing Execution System (MES), ERPs or other relevant company information 

systems across the industrial automation pyramid, while it will be directly fed with real-time 

data form improved sensorial networks and IIoT devices operating across the whole 

production system. 

 

In addition, the solution will incorporate interfaces suitable to collect data/information 

downstream the supply chain, as well as to provide data/information upstream and across the 

manufacturing value chain to promote collaboration among different relevant stakeholders. 
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4.2 Energy aware manufacturing 

In the energy aware manufacturing perspective two components of the platform can be 

considered: Industrial energy disaggregation and Industrial energy flexibility. 

 

 

Figure 7: Energy aware manufacturing components. 

 

In the next section, each of them will be explained in detail. 

 

4.2.1 Industrial Energy disaggregation component 

This component is based on data analysis to “unpack” the total energy consumption collected 

by a meter (or sub-meter) into the energy readings of individual loads over a specific period 

of production. This component is also part of ERMS. 

 

 

[Biscuits] Challenge - To add the energy efficiency KPI in the production schedule: 

identify which line is more efficient to manufacture a product, being able to make a 

choice to change the planning production. To have an energy KPI per line and per 

product that facilitates decision-making 

The energy disaggregation can help to obtain the energy efficiency KPI for each line. 

 

[White goods] Challenge- Potential improvement area: heating system, cooling 

system, CSP system, PV system, compressed air system, electricity distribution, lighting, 

thermal homogenization -energy consumption during off time and rain water 

management. 

After developing the energy disaggregation component made available the information 

on which facilities are more interesting for their energy improvement. 

 

 

[Beverage] Challenge- To calculate the impact of the speed machine in the energy 

consumption.  

The energy disaggregation component will do possible the calculation of the impact in 

the energy consumption of the different machine speeds.  

 

 

[Beverage] Challenge- Integration of data sources: to get direct measurement of 

energy changes in the bottling line. 

The data integration will make possible to measure energy changes in different lines  
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[Beverage] Challenge- Equipment and infrastructures where would be possible an 

energy reduction: Brewhouse heat recovery, filler vacuum pumps replacement, idle 

running conveyors, recirculation pump station replacement, brewhouse CIP & Water 

motors upgrade, electronic compound for boiler and CO2 Evaporator replacement. 

After developing the energy disaggregation component, it will be possible to know which 

facilities are more interesting for its energy improvement. 

 

[Automotive] Challenge- Target Energy reduction in ovens, booths, coating tanks, 

process illumination, heating compressed air and cooling plant. 

To define the target energy reduction in different facilities it is important to know the 

current energy consumption in each case. 

 

 [Automotive] Challenge- Potential interventions for energy reduction and cost 

optimization with independence of human intervention: with new sensors and 

algorithms, rules such as that the line will start right on time, consumption of line during 

a breakdown will decrease and after last operation line it will be closed automatically. 

Through the platform, the demo site can have available more information about energy 

consumptions and production times. 

 

It can be seen in the following Figure 8 the current situation about the relation between energy 

consumption and production and on  Figure 9 the improvement to be achieved, where there 

is not production, there is not barely energy consumption and moreover will be variable to 

production number. 

 

 

Figure 8: Current situation of automotive demo site. 
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Figure 9: Target situation of automotive demo site. 

[Automotive] Challenge - To develop a monitoring system of energy losses based on the 

values of current weather, current production figures and current energy consumption, to 

identify if the energy consumption corresponds to the boundary conditions. 

See Figure 10. 

The critical equipment which consumes high level of energy can be monitored and the main 

KPI MTBF (mean time between failure) also can be monitored which will enable to focus on 

this equipment to improve the efficiency and prevent losses.  

 

 
Figure 10: Automotive KPI and energy losses. 

 

To help meet these energy challenges, ECOFACT will develop algorithms for Industrial Energy 

Disaggregation, mixing energy metering data gathered from the field alongside with data 

coming from the production process itself and gathered from MES and ERP systems (when 

available) or third party like external temperature and/or weather forecast.  
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4.2.2 Industrial Energy flexibility component 

Algorithms guarantee a stable and reliable energy supply to local manufacturing processes 

and usage optimization of own generation assets (CHP, RES, etc). This component is also part 

of ERMS module. 

To guarantee a stable and reliable energy supply to the manufacturing processes, industries 

often have their own generation assets (CHP, RES, etc). Such generation assets are constrained 

to provide electrical/thermal power demand and maximize revenues related to feed-in and 

incentives.  

 

[White goods] Challenge – Future energy scenarios: Grid flexibility based on the use of 

excess of PV electricity during the weekends and the management of the eV (electric vehicle) 

charging stations. 

Algorithms of industrial energy flexibility component can improve demo energy scenarios and 

to achieve much better energy efficiency of own generation assets. 

 

This type of self-powered industries can become soon relevant flexibility actors for EU (smart) 

grids guaranteeing relevant additional revenues to industrial owners. This change of 

paradigm requires a change in the overall industrial management of the assets which have to 

be properly controlled maximizing revenues (thus sometimes privileging feed-in and other 

time flexibility services selling) and satisfying industrial demand constraints thus not 

interfering with manufacturing process. 

 

4.3 Environmental management  

In the environmental aware manufacturing perspective are considered two components of this 

platform: Value chain collaboration service and Dynamic LCA/LCCA. 

 

Figure 11: Environmental management components. 

Following each of them will be explained in detail. 

 

4.3.1 Value chain collaboration service component 

A software service for information sharing among different actors of the supply chain to 

enable precise LCA/LCC analyses along all the manufacturing steps involved.  

ECOFACT Supply chain collaboration (SCC) service seeks to provide valuable inputs to supply 

chain LCA and LCC impact assessment so everyone (suppliers, logistic operators and other 

actors) can provide information about its own impact, hence having visibility of its 

contribution to products and processes. The SCC service will facilitate exchange of parameters 

between different actors in the production chain and will help to expand the scope of LCA 

and LCC assessments. As a result, a bidirectional flow of environmental and economic 
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information can be established between suppliers and producers, paving the way towards 

further optimization of the production processes along the supply chain. 

 

4.3.2 Dynamic LCA/LCCA component 

Dynamic environmental foot printing fed with near real-time data and based on automated 

calculations over flexible parameterized LCA/LCCA models. 

 

[White goods] Challenge- To improve environmental behaviour of the HVAC (Heating 

Ventilation Air Conditioning) systems, CSP (Concentrating Solar Power) systems, PV 

(Photovoltaic) systems, compressed air system, electricity distribution, lighting, thermal 

homogenization and rain water management.  

The information collected and knowledge acquired will improve environmental behaviour of 

the process 

 

ECOFACT LCA/LCCA component will represent a live link to enable dynamic assessments of 

environmental and economic performance. It will be a link between the LCA/LCCA software 

module and other main components of the ECOFACT platform (mainly operations and energy 

perspectives). 

4.4 Overarching components  

In the overarching components are considered two components of this platform: Holistic 

Decision Support System (DSS) and Cybersecurity mechanisms. 

 

Figure 12: Overarching components. 

Below, each of them will be explained in detail. 

4.4.1 Holistic Decision Support System (DSS) 

An overall decision-support system to provide management recommendations based on 

multi-sided criteria (energy, environmental and production dimensions will be considered). To 

achieve main objective of the project, ECOFACT high-level, holistic, smart DSS1, will collect 

data coming from different sources and combine them with the user knowledge to provide 

support to the ECOFACT users in the decision-making process. Main inputs of this decision 

support system will be: 

▪ Outputs from the ECOFACT components including: data directly collected by the 

monitoring network and inputs received from the operations management, energy 

aware manufacturing and dynamic LCA/ LCCA services. 

                                                 

1 The development of this DSS component of the ECOFACT platform will leverage and extend the experience from the DSF 

(Decision Support Framework) developed in the Storage4Grid H2020 project participated by LINKS. 
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▪ Data collected from External data sources (e.g.) weather forecasting, energy pricing, 

LCC databases, etc.) 

▪ Inputs from the end-users, in terms of user knowledge collected from past decisions. 

 

[Biscuits] Systems integration: Manufacturing Execution System (MES), System Application 

and Product in Processing (SAP), Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). 

The main target in the ECOFACT platform is the total system integration as data source, the 

connection will be through MES system. 

 

[White goods] Integrating of data sources: weather stations and outdoor temperature 

sensors can be integrated into the energy forecast algorithms. 

 Some main Inputs of this decision support system will be data collected from external data 

sources such as weather forecasting, this increases available knowledge for decision making 

 

[Beverage] ARTEMIS1 linked to ECOFACT Platform: Gateway, Data broker and Services. 

To identify demonstration specific actions and specific focus on ARTEMIS platform (see  Figure 

13) enhancement through connection to ECOFACT services: 

▪ Extended integration of energy data from Beverage factory into analysis and decision 

making. 

▪ Online monitoring and enhanced event detection. 

▪ Energy demand characterization. 

▪ Dynamic operations management and cost optimization based on multi-objective 

demand-response. 

                                                 

1 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and IoT Powered platform for the Proactive Management of Utilities dedicated for the exploitation of 

energy consumption (both electricity and gas) data.  
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Figure 13: ARTEMIS platform. 

The DSS will be designed to (i) suggest actions and (ii) provide indicators, which will help 

understand the expected impact of such actions on the energy efficiency of the monitored 

processes, with a view of the impact along the supply chain.  

Main suggestions will be actions for energy consumption and cost optimization, taking into 

consideration environmental, economic and social criteria, based on decision trees (derived by 

cause-effect-relationships), hierarchical multi-parametric optimization and through 

explainable AI.  

4.4.2 Cybersecurity mechanisms 

Platform design/architecture will ensure safe, reliable digital operations through 

authentication, encryption, security, inspection, privacy and audit mechanisms. ECOFACT will 

ensure compliance with relevant cybersecurity and privacy mechanisms: the platform design 

will be used for compatibility, interoperability and security of data storage and exchange from 

industrial environments. 

 

 

[Biscuits] Challenge- Data automation with cybersecurity.  

This challenge is quite specific and is part of company roadmap, the platform can increase 

cybersecurity mechanisms of data storage and information exchange among the systems  

 

In addition to the features mentioned related with the Demo challenges, the platform should 

also be functional, useful, accessible and have security and quality data, enabling users and 

profiles, integration and interoperability amongst all platform components.   
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5 Conclusions  

The extensive work done in task T1.3 (ECOFACT methodology and guidelines for intelligent 

data-driven manufacturing management) in the context of WP1 (ECOFACT reference 

framework and use case definition) has made possible this D1.3 report that comprises a step 

between the draft concept defined initially in project proposal and detailed specifications to 

be addressed at the initial step of platform development. 

A series of interviews with demonstration partners made possible to make a deep analysis of 

current practices in real manufacturing scenarios. The structure used to generate the interview 

conclusions, is the collection of the different questions respect different ECOFACT platform 

perspectives, being these questions common to all the demos, and their respective answers 

through an analysis of explanations and tables, resulting in future challenges and expectations 

about ECOFACT Platform that are considered by each demo site.  

In addition, the last section 4 “Definition of platform features through high level use case 

scenarios” summarises a series of platform expected features and challenges drawn from the 

answers of the interviews described in sections 2 and 3. The features are shown as a collection 

of high-level use case scenarios related to the demo sites and with the ECOFACT platform 

components proposed from different perspectives (see Figure 5). These components include: 

operations management with digital twin and production planning algorithms, Energy aware 

manufacturing involving energy disaggregation and energy flexibility, Environmental aware 

manufacturing which includes value chain collaboration service and dynamic LCA/LCCA and a 

series of overarching components such as the holistic decision support system and 

cybersecurity mechanics. 

As a conclusion, the platform features have been related to each of their components and how 

they can help to achieve increase efficiency and improve the performance in each of the demo 

sites. This document will be relevant for the following stages of the ECOFACT project respect 

key components of the platform such as: architecture design for monitoring networks in 

manufacturing (task T2.1), manufacturing process simulations (work package WP3) and IT 

framework of the platform (task T5.1) so it is interoperable with existing IT components in 

demo factories. On the other hand, the proposed high-level features will be checked during 

the demonstration and validation stage (work package WP6). 

 

Figure 14: Deliverable outcomes. 
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6 Annexe 1: Biscuits 

 

As was previously explained in the Introduction section, the objective  of  this  section  is  

providing  a generic description  of  the biscuit manufacturing  process rather than a  specific  

description  of the  manufacturing installations/equipment of the GULLON demo. In  other  

words,  elaborate  a public document  with  an general overview  of  the biscuit manufacturing 

key aspects like: 

▪ the possible production steps and their inter-relationship 

▪ the associated (English) terminology 

▪ short description of the possible required machinery 

▪ the qualitative description of the involved W.A.G.E.S. supplies 

The technology involved in the biscuit manufacture is constantly evolving as the concept of 

what is understood by biscuit or cookie changes. Traditionally, in the classic dry biscuit the 

stages of the production process were reduced to kneading, forming, baking and subsequent 

packaging (manual in some cases). However, the continuous introduction of new ingredients 

(such as fillings, coatings,...), continues to add new stages and treatments to the production 

process and therefore new types of machinery are required. 

Not all the possible stages or machines (i.e continuous kneaders) included in this annex are 

used in the GULLÓN demo but could be used if necessary. Obviously, after the acquisition and 

installation of the corresponding machinery, since the required machines are built by specific 

manufacturers of industrial bakery equipment. The combination of different ingredients along 

with the possibility of using different primary and secondary processing stages offers endless 

possibilities for new cookie references. Obviously, only those that the market accepts are 

manufactured, which depends on multiple factors starting with the differentiation in cost and 

quality compared to the market competitors. 

Traditionally, biscuit factories were located near the source of their main raw material, flour or 

cereals in general. However, this factor has less and less weight as other ingredients such as 

cocoa, chocolates, creams or jams gain influence within the composition of modern cookies. 

The industrial bakery market is terribly cost-competitive due to the wide penetration of so-

called private labels where the different supermarket chains compete by lowering sales prices. 

The structure of this Annex starts with a short introduction to the biscuit definition and a 

summary of the possible manufacturing steps. Then follows with raw materials handling and 

metering, mixing, biscuit forming, baking, rice/corn cakes puffing machines, ambient cooling, 

stacking, secondary processing, forced cooling, packaging and end product storage. 
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6.1 Biscuits/Cereal-Bars/Puffed Cakes Process steps 

Biscuits are bakery products and its production process is similar to any other bakery process. 

The exact definition of biscuit varies depending on what part of the world you are in. Moreover, 

the word ‘biscuit’ might be used as synonym of products like cookies, crackers, wafers, 

ladyfingers, macaroons, butter cookies, …. Indeed, the biscuit market is continuously evolving 

and new products appear constantly. Traditionally, ‘old-fashioned’ biscuits have differed from 

other baked cereal products such as bread and cakes by having a lower moisture content. 

Bread typically had 35-45% moisture, cake, 15-30%, and biscuits, 1-5% moisture. This low 

moisture content ensures that biscuits are generally free from microbiological spoilage and 

have a long shelf life. However, the development of new packaging technologies has allowed 

the industrial production of non-classical biscuits with cream sandwiching, chocolate coating, 

icing,etc. These biscuits have higher moisture values but keep long shelf life values due to sub-

packaging systems that allow the use of small portions of products keeping the rest 

untouched. 

 
  

   

   

   

  
 

Figure 15: Examples of products manufactured in the GULLON factory (Source: GULLON). 
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Again, traditionally, biscuits have had relatively high energy density compared with other 

baked goods. But because of the product evolution, this fact might not be always exactly true. 

The idea to remark here, it that the word ‘biscuit’ reflects a wide variety of products with even 

wider production methodologies. Intensive industrial biscuit production takes place in 

continuous production lines that allow a cost reduction based on economies of scale. In big 

factories or factories belonging to big food manufacturing companies, it is a common practice 

that production lines only produce one specific biscuit reference. This way, required machinery 

is optimized for the specific product. This loss of flexibility is compensated with a production 

cost reduction. However, in small companies, it is common to produce different references in 

the same line. In this case, lines are equipped with a common oven and parallel machinery and 

bypass mechanisms in order to produce the required references. 

Additionally, the introduction of the puffed cakes (rice or corn) increases the range of 

production methodologies since, as it will explained later, this type of products does not 

require the baking of a dough in an oven, that was indeed the only common production step 

for all the industrial bakery products. 

Once explained the huge diversity of ‘biscuit’ products and their corresponding diversity of 

manufacturing methodologies, the different steps for the production process will be explained 

in a generic approach, although the ECOFACT project will be initially demonstrated only in two 

lines for two specific GULLON products: 

- Cereal Bar with brownie filling 

- Puffed cereal (rice or corn) cakes 

  

Figure 16: Specific products of the GULLON lines involved in the ECOFACT demonstration (Source: GULLON). 

 

Without considering puffed cakes, which are not made from dough, the type of manufactured 

biscuit and the type of dough employed are closely related. Therefore, the manufacturing 

process tightly depends on the ingredient mix. Basically, there are two main categories of 

dough: hard dough and short dough. A further soft dough category is also differentiated as a 

particular type of short dough: 

- Hard dough: very close to bread dough, really consistent and stiff. With a relative low-

fat content, this dough is characteristically elastic and extensible, due to the fact that gluten 

develops during mixing. This dough is usually used for semisweet, unsweetened and salted 

biscuits production. The typical forming processes for hard dough biscuits are sheeting, 

gauging and cutting and laminating. 

- Short dough: closer to cake dough, due to a higher fat content on and lower water 

content. The term ‘short’ originates from the very rich shortening (fat) content compared to 
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flour. Gluten is not developed in this type of dough. The typical forming processes for short 

dough biscuits are rotary molding and wire cutting. If a short dough is very high on fat, it is 

called soft dough. Butter biscuits are typical examples of short dough products, which are 

normally produced by depositing. 

 

 

Figure 17: Biscuit manufacturing process diagram. 

Depending on the needs, biscuits are baked in different types of ovens: forced convection may 

be used and ovens will be directly or indirectly fired. Mostly, hybrid ovens are used to allow a 

more flexible baking process. 
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After baking, biscuits can undergo secondary processes that vary the shape, moisture content, 

flavor, etc., adding extra value. The most widely used secondary processes are chocolate 

coating and cream sandwiching. 

Finally, biscuits are packed to give a longer shelf life, by gaining mechanical, chemical and 

moisture resistance. 

The general Biscuit Manufacturing processes are schematically shown in the previous Figure 

17 and will be described one by one in the next sections of this document. 

6.2 Raw materials handling and metering  

6.2.1 Raw materials handling  

Biscuit manufacturing, like the rest of the food and beverages sector, focuses on the good raw 

materials conservation and hygienic conditions that ensure the quality of the final product.  

The first step in the biscuit manufacturing process is bulk handling. Production strategy and 

ingredients stock management of a biscuit factory should reach a balance between production 

strategy and ingredient stock management, in order to guarantee continuous raw materials, 

supply at any stage and affordable prices purchases. Furthermore, other aspects are 

considered to determine the size of the ingredients request, such as transportation issues, 

storage costs and price fluctuation. Generally, medium and large biscuit production factories 

are based on bulk material handling because it pays off the significant capital costs and 

reduces inefficient labour requirements, transportation, purchasing (larger orders) and 

packaging costs. 

 

                

Figure 18: Jacketed tanks for oil storage (lef) (Source: Metaltank) and cereals big-bags storage (right) (Source: 

Bluebag Company). 

The main ingredients used in biscuit manufacturing include: flour, sugar, syrups, fats and oils, 

water, milk, eggs, chocolate and other coatings. Other less used materials are salt, dried fruits 

and nuts, honey, etc. that are rarely bulk stored. 

Typically, flour storage is carried out in silos, which are filled with a pneumatic conveyor 

from road tankers or wagons. Flour silos need to be cleaned periodically, in order to avoid 

rancidity and infestation. Moreover, a sieving screen is placed at the bottom of the silo to 

separate the lumps. Then flour is pneumatically conveyed to the weighing station through a 

pipe. 
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The cereals (rice and corn) required for the puffed cakes is typically stored in big-bags although 

using a silo is also possible in the case of big production factories. 

Sugar is the other main ingredient of biscuits and it may be stored as fine or granular crystals 

or as a syrup solution in silos. Sometimes sugar will be stored as a solution. This is the case of 

diet and whole-grain biscuits, where fructose is stored as a solution. Attention should be paid 

to granular crystals; as they must not to be crushed because they are used for particular types 

of biscuits decoration. Sugar silos have to be kept cool and dry in order to avoid caking. Syrup 

tanks are kept at higher temperatures to reduce viscosity of solutions. Furthermore, they are 

isolated to avoid insect and micro-organisms penetration that may cause fermentation. 

Bulk handling of fats and oil is done by means of keeping them in jacketed tanks at least 

5°C above their melting temperature, in order to secure an efficient delivery. These ingredients 

are stored in the tank for not more than two-three weeks as they easily undergo oxidation 

processes. In order to deliver chocolate and chocolate coatings, they are stored in warmed 

tanks at controlled temperature (higher than the melting point). Other materials, such as milk 

and eggs, are provided fresh and under hygienic conditions. For the above-mentioned 

reasons, tanks are subject to diary clean-in-place (CIP) procedures. 

The heat required for the water circulating through the jackets can be provided by 

attached electric heaters in cases where there are a reduced number of jacketed 

tanks widely dispersed in the factory. In bigger factories, usually all the jacketed 

tanks are placed together and a natural gas boiler (or a centralized hot water 

system) provides the required hot water.   

Load cells and temperature sensors are installed at tanks and silos to guarantee a continuous 

monitoring and control, in order to ensure a satisfactory bulk handling and storage. 

In the case of cereals (mainly rice and corn) used to produce the puffed cakes, an increasingly 

common practice is to pass the grains through an optical sorting machine (commonly known 

as Sortex) to eliminate those grains that are not compliant with the quality requirements as 

well as any foreign bodies such as plastic pieces or seeds of other plants. This practice increases 

the quality of the final product cakes. 

The raw rice/corn grains enter the machine from the top hopper/storage hopper. Through the 

vibration of the vibrator device, the grains slide down the channel accelerate down into the 

observation zone in the sorting cabinet and pass between the sensor and the background 

plate. Under the action of the LED light source, according to the intensity and color change of 

the light, the output signal of the system is driven to drive the solenoid valve to blow the 

heterochromatic particles into the waste outlet hopper, and the accepted material continues 

to fall to the finished product cavity of the acceptation outlet hopper. In automatic re-sort 

versions, the accepted or rejected product can be conveyed to another section of the sortex 

machine to undergo multiple passes of the sorting process. This way both the losses of good 

items accidentally discarded are reduced or amount of the defective items accidentally 

accepted is reduced. The next Figure 19 shows and example of Sortex machine (with 3 modules 

or chutes) and its main components. 
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Figure 19: Sortex Machine (Source: CIMBRIA). 

 

SORTEX equipment manufacturers offer in their catalogs different models equipped with a 

greater or lesser number of modules or chuters. The greater the number of chuters, the greater 

the processing capacity (expressed in tons per hour) and also the higher associated energy 

consumption. 

Regarding the energy consumption of these machines, they require a relatively 

small electricity for the lighting, the electronic equipment, the vibrators and the 

cereal movement system but the biggest supply of these machines is the 

compressed air. An intermediate machine with 5 modules will typically require 

between 40 to 50 liters/second at 4-6 bars of pressure. 

 

6.2.2 Raw materials metering 

All the ingredients that are mixed in the dough are firstly metered in order to obtain the correct 

composition. Electronic sensors and PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers) are used to weigh 

bulk ingredients stored in silos, while small-scale used ingredients are normally measured 

manually because it does not pay off to install high precision automatic utility meters. These 

manually-measured ingredients (such as salt, flavors, milk powders, chemicals, etc.) are singly 

measured and poured in a temporary plastic box. When all the small-scale ingredients are 

measured, the content of the plastic box is emptied in the mixer. 

6.3 Mixing (Dough preparation and cereals moistening) 

Once the ingredients have been metered in the correct proportions the dough is processed 

either in batch or continuous mixers. Different types of dough can be normally prepared in the 

same mixers, because a biscuit factory normally manufactures diverse products. This implies 

that mixers have to be versatile, to provide enough quality to diverse types of dough. 

Particularly, good mixers should be provided with the following characteristics: successful 

blending and dispersion performance, good dissolution of solids, correct kneading, rapid 

blending of ingredients (fats, chocolate or dried fruit insertions, etc.) in developed dough, and 

proper temperature control during the process. An easy unload is recommended so the final 

dough avoids altering the achieved properties. Despite all the automation present, in most 
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factories there is a human check-up on dough once mixed. An operator will manually stretch 

the dough in order to evaluate its quality. 

Coordination between dough mixing and biscuit forming must be assured in the overall 

procedure, especially in the case of short dough, as they are subject to a very rapid drying 

process. Therefore, mixing and forming stages should be strictly balanced between. This 

represents no problem when continuous mixing, which is really adaptable. However, batch 

mixing represents an extra challenge, especially when using small mixers because correct 

coordination among them is mandatory. 

6.3.1 Batch mixers 

Batch mixers can be divided into two groups: detachable bowl mixers and horizontal axis 

mixers. 

Detachable bowl type mixers feature vertical beaters, which, prior to mixing, are moved 

towards the bowl or vice versa in order to perform the mixing process. Fixed-axis detachable 

bowl beaters normally have more than one shaft installed to mix the dough. On the other 

hand, single planetary shafts, with eccentric movement, are used to perform more 

homogenous mixes. 

 

Figure 20: Multiple –fixed shaft mixer (left) and Planetary (eccentric) mixer(right). 

 

Detachable bowl mixers are not usually equipped with cooling jackets. Hence, one 

common way of avoiding the temperature of the dough increases excessively 

during the kneading process is replacing the drinking water as ingredient by a 

combination of chilled drinking water and crushed ice. These two elements are 

typically produced by specific machines (small electric water chillers and ice makers) located 

in the same room as the mixers. 

Horizontal mixers are typically used when faster mixtures have to be executed. Normally, 

faster mixtures are required in large-scale production plants, because a lot of mixtures have to 

be carried out to continuously feed the biscuit forming hopper. Horizontal mixers consist of 

one or two-shaft beaters driven around fixed horizontal axes contained inside the mixing bowl. 

The beaters are designed to cover enough area to perform a successful dough, in some cases 

nearly touching the bowl surface to ensure that the material deposited at the bottom is 
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continuously moving. In some cases, horizontal mixers are installed just over a ‘sheeter’ 

hopper, eliminating the need of dough transportation from the mixer to the biscuit shaping 

shop. 

Whether horizontal mixers are more suitable than detachable bowl mixers have to be decided 

by the biscuit manufacturer. While horizontal mixers tend to be faster, detachable bowl mixers 

do not present drawbacks when loading and unloading phases. An advantage of detachable 

bowls is represented by the possibility to detach the bowl from the mixer in case the dough 

needs more process operations (leavening, rest or fermentation), while a disadvantage is 

represented by the possibility to obtain a less uniform dough in the two parts of the bowl, as 

the water shows a tendency to remain in the lower part of the bowl due to its density. 

Horizontal mixers, by contrast, feature difficult bowl and beaters cleaning operations. 

Moreover, as the size of the mixer increases, the efficiency in terms of kneading action 

decreases due to the friction between the dough and the bowl surface: an optimum sizing 

seems essential.  

 

Figure 21: Horizontal mixers general view (left) and horizontal-shaft bowl (right). 

 

Horizontal mixers are normally equipped with cooling jackets to prevent 

fermentation of the dough. The required circulating cold water can be produced by 

dedicated chillers attached to each mixer or can be globally generated by a central 

cooling system for all the mixers of the factory. As in the case of the detachable 

bowl mixers, drinking water is an important ingredient, but it is previously chilled by means of 

dedicated or centralized electric water chillers. Big mixers have bowl capacity for more than 

800 Kg of dough batch, in this case, the power of mixer electric engine will excess 100 kW of 

electric power, although the actual power required during the kneading cycle varies depending 

on the consistency of the dough. 

 

6.3.2 Continuous mixers 

Continuous mixers constitute a proficient instrument to make the dough. However, a correct 

setup is more difficult to achieve than for batch mixers according to the vast knowledge of 

mixing conditions and sequences that it requires. Metering of ingredients is continuously kept 

under control in order to obtain the requested dough uniformly. This type of mixer features a 

series of screw elements and mixing disks rotating around a horizontal axis (see Figure 22). 
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Ingredients are introduced and conveyed inwards while they are mixed and kneaded by means 

of pressure and/or shear. When the dough is ready, it is extruded continuously downstream 

towards the biscuit shaping process (see Figure 23). 

 

Figure 22: Series of screw elements (left) and continuous mixer (right). 

 

For some continuous mixers, it may be possible to pull out the mixing chamber in order to 

allow an easier CIP cleaning. Continuous mixers are normally very versatile and adjustable, so 

they can prepare almost every kind of dough. Furthermore, they are very efficient and able to 

process great amounts of dough. In contrast, this type of machine is the most expensive 

among the available options. A continuous chamber may be installed not only because the 

company can afford the capital costs but also because the production size of a determined 

product is large enough to justify the inconveniences of start and stopping. 

 

 

Figure 23: Continuous mixer: screw elements and mixing disks (left) and discharge outlet (right). 

 

6.3.3 Rice/corn puffed cakes mixers 

In the case of the puffed cakes, the required ingredients are basically raw cereals (rice or corn), 

salt, oil and additives like flavors or preservatives.  

The first step is to add a little bit of drinkable water to the cereals (the quantity of water may 

vary depending by the cereals used but it is always a very small percentage). Then, they are let 

soak for at least 30 minutes, until they are perfectly moistened and then put them in the 

machine’s feeding group. 
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Figure 24: Examples of puffed cakes. Rice (left) and corn (right). (Source: GULLLON). 

 

These mixers keep moving the cereals while spraying the right amount of water (with or 

without salt) in order to perform a homogeneous moist content of the rice or corn. 

No kind of thermal heating action is applied and only the minor electricity 

consumption of the electric drive is produced in this stage. 

 

 

Figure 25: Cereal mixer for puffed cakes (Source: CEREX). 

Production trials have shown that additives greatly increase the likelihood of breakage, so 

spices, herbs, and seeds are not mixed with the rice/corn before the cake is made although 

they may be added to the surface later. Similarly, salt and flavorings are now sometimes also 

sprayed on after the cake production. Although in some earlier production methods, salt was 

added to the cereals during soak and mixing.  

6.4 Biscuit Forming 

The type of dough and the shape of the manufactured biscuit decisively affect the method of 

biscuit formation. These existing alternatives, which are described in the following paragraphs, 

sometimes share common processes and machines. Since currently production of biscuits 

needs to be based on large scale in order to be profitable, the most recommendable 

configuration for this process is represented by the flow production or line production. The 

great production flow through these mechanical processing requires a severe control and 

operation maintenance. 

Processes taking place at this stage are merely mechanical, except for minor 

heating/cooling that rarely occur. Therefore, only electrical consumption is mainly 

expected in this production stage. 

Working operation parameters will be set up by expert operators according to the final 

product: coordination of parameters for all sub-processes (conveyor speeds, cutting rate, 

nozzle pressure, etc.) has to be concerted and finely tuned to achieve a good result and, most 

of all, to secure a high-quality product, minimizing time consuming operations. This means 
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that the whole forming process of a biscuit has to be balanced with the mixing of dough and 

baking stages. 

In the case of using batch type kneaders, it must be taken into account that the biscuit forming, 

baking and subsequent stages are continuous processes. The transition from a batch process 

(kneading) to a continuous process is done by waiting hoppers between the outlet of the 

kneaders and the inlet of the forming machines. At the beginning of the production shift or 

day these hoppers are filled to ensure that small interruptions in the kneading process will not 

cause a gap in the biscuit forming machine. 

6.4.1 Sheeting, gauging and cutting 

Sheeting, gauging and cutting (see Figure 26) is the most used and adaptable method for 

biscuit shaping among the forming processes. This process consists of three sequential stages 

before the by-products are baked in the oven: sheeting the dough contained in the hopper, 

reducing the sheet thickness until it gets the desired one (gauging), and cutting the biscuit by 

means of a rotary roll. This three-step process is applied to hard dough biscuits. 

 

Figure 26: Sheeting, gauging and cutting. 

The first stage starts with the delivery of the dough in a hopper. The sheeting machine, also 

known as ‘sheeter’, consists of a set of rolls, typically three, which convey the dough and give 

it a laminar shape. The dough to be sheeted comes from both the mixer and the dough scrap 

formed due to the cutting rotary molders. Gravitational static pressure assists the conveyance 

towards the sheeting process, for this reason it is recommendable that a constant level of 

dough is regularly supplied to the process. The common practice, however, is to drop batch 

mix fractions of at least 500 kg. Furthermore, the cutter scrap and the fresh dough should be 

fed simultaneously to the hopper to ensure homogeneous and good quality sheets. 

Due to design limitations, the initial passage in the sheeter does not produce a sheet with the 

desired thickness and the gauging process is necessary to adapt and adjust the shape of the 

sheet. In order to achieve this task, it is habitual to use a system of coupled steel rolls with 

horizontal axis, one on top of the other. Prior to cutting the dough a stress relief (see Figure 

27 -left) process can be carried out in order to reduce longitudinal tension. 
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Figure 27: Relaxing dough web (left). Single cutting roll (center). Cutter scrap conveyor (right). 

 

When both the scoped geometric requirements (thickness) and mechanical properties 

(longitudinal tension) are obtained the dough sheet is ready to undergo the cutting process. 

Cutting is normally achieved by means of rotary rolls (see Figure 27-center), normally made in 

bronze and other metal alloys (gunmetal). After the cutting is done, the last step consists of 

separating the biscuits from the resulting cutter scrap. This is achieved by means of an uphill 

slope conveyor (see Figure 27-right) that takes biscuit scrap away from the principal line, 

returning the scrap to the initial hopper where it can be used again for sheeting. 

6.4.2 Laminating 

Laminating is an alternative method to sheeting, used when flaky biscuit structures need to be 

achieved. Typically, laminating is carried out to manufacture cream crackers, matzos and puff 

biscuits. The forming line maintains the same basic characteristics of the former sheeting line 

(gauging, relaxing, cutting and scrap pickup), but it differs in the initial phase. Basically, 

laminating consists of developing dough sheets that are positioned in overlapping horizontal 

layers (see Figure 28). The multilayer sheet is then progressively slimmed down by means of a 

set of gauging rolls similarly as in the sheeting and gauging case. Analogously cutting and 

scrap pickup is performed also as in the previous case. 

 

Figure 28: Dough layers one upon another. 

6.4.3 Rotary moulding 

Historically used for short-dough biscuits, rotary moulding is employed when rather irregular-

shape biscuits are printed out. Rotary moulding features a no-scrap generating process, 

therefore the whole biscuit production features fresh dough. 
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Figure 29: Rotary moulding machine schematic. 

The rotary moulding system, see previous Figure 29, features a three-roll system and a steel 

blade, also known as scrapper. The moulding and forcing rolls, mounted on a hopper, spin in 

opposite directions in order to drag the dough downwards. The moulding roll, habitually 

bronze or other gunmetal allow, presents a series of cavities that are the negatives of the 

biscuits to be shaped. The forcing roll creates a downward force based on friction allowing the 

total fill of the moulding roll cavities. The excess material is scrapped by means of the steel 

blade. To complete the process, the extraction roll propels a conveyor web that takes out the 

biscuit of the molding roll. 

 

Figure 30: Example of rotary molding line (Source: GEA). 

Rotary molding represents a significant alternative to other industrial processes to form 

biscuits, as it overcomes the disadvantages presented by other methods described above: the 

overall process occurs in one unique step, avoiding sheeting, laminating, scrapping and 

allowing a more compact plant design. However, in some cases it is not recommendable with 

respect to other procedures such, for instance, productions of biscuits with decorations or 

other types of inclusions. 
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6.4.4 Extruding and depositing 

In case of soft biscuits production, these may be manufactured through extruding or 

depositing techniques. Depositing is a particular type of biscuit extrusion, which is applied in 

the case of very porous and crumbling dough. Both possibilities normally feature a simple 

configuration where a determined number of biscuits are produced in parallel at the same 

time. 

Extrusion is carried out in a single stage operation, involving the use of a hopper for the 

collection of dough. A set of rolls, like in a sheeting process, conveys and pressurizes the dough 

that then passes through the extruder. This extruder has the particular geometry section 

required for the biscuits requested. There are basically two possibilities for extrusion: wire 

cutting and rout pressing, as it is shown in Figure 31. Introducing variations such as fruit pieces 

or chocolate chips inclusions is also possible when using this forming method. 

 

Figure 31: Extrusion with wire cut (left) and extrusion with rout press. 

On the other hand, dough depositing (see Figure 32) consists of a process where the material 

is forced to pass through a shaping nozzle, which deposits the material on the conveying web 

while this stands still. Right after that, no more material is extruded and the nozzle is lifted. In 

the meantime, the web is moved forwards some centimeters and stopped again. Finally, the 

depositing nozzle is deployed near the web so the process can start again right from the 

beginning. This technique was originally used in other industrial bakery products like muffins 

whose dough is almost liquid rather than solid and therefore can be easily pumped, but the 

development of “soft” biscuit products has allowed to use this biscuit forming technique. 
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Figure 32: Soft biscuits being deposited through nozzle. 

6.4.5 Co-extrusion 

Co-extrusion is an extrusion process used to obtain a product that combines two textures: one 

material is extruded and continuously filled with another to form a single product. It involves 

the use of an extruder to create the outer envelope and an auxiliary system for injecting a 

filling. For example, a crispy cereals outer envelope can be co-extruded with a sweet or savory 

filling basis. Different types of sweet and salty fillings can be processed such as chocolate 

flavors, jellies, fruit pastes, honey, yoghurt, cheese,… 

  

Figure 33: Examples of coextruded products .(Surce: MARKET PANTRY and NEWTONS). 

 

The required machinery for the co-extrusion is typically formed by three main components: 

The cream feed system pumps the filling from a heated and stirred holding tank to an array 

of variable speed cream feed pumps, one for each die outlet. The system uses dairy standard 

pumps and fittings and is easily disassembled for cleaning. 

The co-extrusion die system is where the extrudate and the filling are combined into 

concentric streams with the flow to each outlet being individually adjustable to provide 

consistency and weight control. Depending on the required production, the system is 

equipped with a different number of die outlets (typically from 1 to 16). The extrudate is 

basically dough coming from a previous kneader and dumped into a feeding hopper.  

The pinching forming system is dedicated to shaping the coextruded products coming out 

of the co-extrusion die with a wide variety of traditional and innovative shapes: pillows, 

triangles, tubes, bars, balls, sticks, ovals,... Once the product rows lie in the belt, after the 

extrusion process, a jaw system cuts it in final bars. 
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Figure 34: Schematic representation of co-extrusion process (left) and example of a co-extrusion die system with 6 

die outlets (Source: Baker-Perkins). 

 

After the co-extrusion stage, the formed cereal bars are usually baked, but with a minor 

cooking temperature compared with classical biscuits since the objective of this cooking step 

is the solidification of the outer shell while the inside fill keeps its viscosity unaffected. Unlike 

classic cookies where the baking process must produce a large reduction in the moisture 

content of the entire body of the cookie. This reduced cooking step is sometimes called as 

“soft baking”. 

6.5 Baking  

The keystone in biscuit manufacturing is the baking stage, which is carried out in ovens. The 

baking process results in three relevant outcomes: the development of a porous structure, a 

reduction of the moisture level and surface coloration. Attention must be paid to heat transfer 

in order to successfully perform this stage and simultaneously enhance energy efficiency. 

During baking processes, the theoretical calculation of the necessary quantity of heat to bake 

an object (in this case, a biscuit), which is basically a calculation of the heat to reduce the 

amount of water (moisture) in the object, is significantly divergent from the actual amount of 

energy consumption. Basically, this divergence is the result of the difference between what 

happens (moisture reduction) and how it happens (heat exchange). 

A suitable baking process depends on a controlled process that ensures a quality product. It 

is reasonable to think of a baking process which can be tuned throughout its whole duration. 

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to change the temperature gradient of a static oven once a 

thermal inertia is reached. This is why travelling ovens are mostly used for medium/large 

productions instead of static ones. 

The design of a travelling oven is closely related to the type of biscuits to be manufactured. 

Therefore, the type of dough to be baked affects the duration of baking time and therefore 

will influence, in turn, baking temperature. Generally, fast baking processes will need higher 

temperatures.  

The choice of one travelling oven is not unique for a baking process, therefore it is common 

the use of hybrid types based on differentiated sections, in order to perform an optimized 

baking. The choice of energy sources comprises natural gas and electricity, but even gasoil 

may be used if a heat exchanger is installed, ensuring that no combustion gases enter the 

baking chamber. 
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At the light of what described above, biscuit baking ovens can be classified according to three 

parameters: a) energy source, b) presence of heat exchanger, c) presence of heat turbulence 

that to force heat convection.  

Whichever is the selected oven, a relevant specialist is specifically responsible for tuning it. 

Although the preset configuration parameters are of paramount importance when baking a 

certain type of biscuit, the oven specialist then finely tunes factors such as burner power, 

conveyor travelling speed, exhaust gas extraction, etc. This is done both to adapt the oven to 

the different shapes and dough types and also to react to the changing environmental 

conditions of the plant in terms of temperature and humidity variation. The oven specialist 

checks periodically biscuit coloration, thickness, shape, mechanical resistance, etc. in order to 

successfully tune the baking parameters. 

One important disadvantage in biscuit baking process is represented by the possibility to 

manufacture different types of biscuits in the same oven, while it is not possible to manufacture 

the same biscuit using two different types of oven. This is due to the fact that one type of oven 

can be flexible and subject to several parameters tuning, while a dough does not show this 

flexibility when undergoing baking processes in two different ovens. 

 

6.5.1 Direct Gas Fired (DGF) oven 

Direct Gas Fired Oven 

Energy Source Natural Gas  

Direct/Indirect Direct 

Forced Convection No 

The direct gas fired oven has a simple baking chamber of box section with the oven 

band supported through the middle of the chamber. Above and below the band are 

ribbon gas burners. A gas/air mixture is supplied to the burner tubes and this is ignited 

by a spark electrode and burns on a strip or ribbon across the width of the oven 

conveyor band 

The heat transfer in a direct gas fired oven is primarily by radiation from the gas flames 

and from the oven top, base and walls of the baking chamber. 
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Figure 35: Direct Gas Fired oven schematics. 

 

6.5.2 Electric Oven 

Electric Oven 

Energy Source Electricity  

Direct/Indirect Direct 

Forced Convection No 

Electric ovens are constructed in a similar way to direct gas fired ovens, but use electric 

heating elements in place of the gas burners. Heat transfer is primarily by radiation. 

These ovens have been widely used in the baking industry in some countries where 

industry had adequate electricity supply, but lacked gas. Or countries with nuclear-origin 

cheap electricity process. However, most countries, now use gas predominantly in the 

baking industry, which is usually substantially cheaper than electricity. 

 

Figure 36: Electric oven schematics. 
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6.5.3 Direct Convection Oven 

Direct Convection Oven 

Energy Source Natural Gas  

Direct/Indirect Direct 

Forced Convection Yes 

A big burner provides the oven with heat. Combustion gases are blown to distribute the 

thermal power both above and below the baking band, therefore the use of diesel is not 

suitable for these ovens. Permit more uniform temperature and heat transfer, controlling 

moisture and final colour. 

The fan blows the air around the burner tube, where it is heated and then through ducts 

along the length of the zone. These ducts, located above and below the baking band, 

have slots or nozzles through which jets of hot air are blown onto the products and the 

oven band. Hot air from the baking chamber is drawn back to the fan to be re-circulated 

through the system. Each zone has an extraction fan and flue to remove moisture from 

the baking chamber and this system will also extract the hot air from the heating system. 

The presence of these fans increases the electric consumption of the oven versus direct 

gas fired ovens. 

 

Figure 37: Direct Convection oven schematics. 

 

6.5.4 Indirect Convection Oven 

Indirect Convection Oven 

Energy Source Natural Gas/Oil  

Direct/Indirect Indirect 

Forced Convection Yes 

The burner fires into a burner tube connected to a multi-pass heat exchanger. The 

products of combustion are circulated within the heat exchanger and do not enter the 

baking chamber. Air is drawn from the baking chamber through the circulating fan and 

then passed through the heat exchanger, where it picks up heat, before being blow 

through the ducts in the baking chamber and onto the products. This system can utilize 
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gas or diesel oil fuels, although is more common with oil fuels. Due to the air-resistance 

produced by the heat exchanger, these ovens are equipped with larger fans and 

therefore require larger electricity consumption than direct convection ovens. 

 

Figure 38: Indirect Convection oven schematics. 

 

 

6.5.5 Cyclotherm or Indirect Radiation Oven 

Cyclotherm or Indirect Radiation Oven 

Energy Source Natural Gas/Oil  

Direct/Indirect Indirect 

Forced Convection Yes 

The burner fires into a burner tube. The hot burnt gases are drawn from the burner tube 

through ducts to rows of steel tubes, or ducts, at the top and bottom of the baking 

chamber. These radiant tubes, or ducts, run the whole length of the baking zone. The 

hot gases travel through the tubes or ducts which then radiate heat to the products 

from above and below. At the end of the zone, the hot gases are collected in a return 

duct through which they travel back to the circulating fan and from there to the burner 

tube to be re-circulated. It is essentially a closed, circulating system with a single burner, 

circulating fan and radiant tubes to heat the products from above and below.  

Since the products of combustion do not enter the baking chamber, the burner may use 

oil or gas. The system also includes an extraction fan and an exhaust flue to remove the 

moisture from the baking chamber 
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Figure 39: Indirect radiation (cyclotherm) oven schematics. 

 

 

6.5.6 Hybrid Oven 

Hybrid Oven 

Energy Source Natural Gas/Oil/Electricity  

Direct/Indirect Both 

Forced Convection Yes 

A common practice is the use of hybrid ovens that combine different sections of the 

previously explained. The first section of the oven is usually a direct gas fired section 

while the second section can be an indirect radiation (cyclotherm) or a convection (direct 

or indirect) section. There is also possible to find ovens with 3 sections: a first DGF 

section, followed by a Cyclotherm section to end with a convection section. 

Initial DGF provides high heat inputs in the first part of the baking process to establish 

good structure and volume. This also minimizes the drying and skinning of the surface 

of the dough pieces, which would prevent the lift and expansion of the dough pieces 

when it is required. 

The indirect radiant oven section will contribute to the optimum development of texture 

and colour of a wide range of crackers and biscuits. 

And finally, the convection section will effectively remove moisture from the dough 

pieces and achieve a low and even moisture content for the final product. Colour will be 

even and bland, without contrasts, which is suitable for a range of hard sweet biscuits. 

 

6.6 Rice/Corn puffed cakes machine 

Puffed rice/corn cakes have literally exploded in popularity as a low calorie, low fat snack. In 

this product, the “biscuit/cake” forming and its later cooking happens in the same machine 

based on the fact that rice subjected to the right combination of heat and pressure will expand 
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to fill a given space. This forming and cooking machines are called “rice/corn cakes machines” 

or “puffed cakes machines” or even “rice/corn popper machines”. 

              

Figure 40: SYP4506 rice cake machine (left) and Engi XP-CAKE6 rice cake machines (right) (Source: DP KOREA and 

ENGI TECHNOLOGIES). 

The moist rice/corn is fed into hoppers above popping machines. The cereal is gravity-fed 

from the hopper into the cast-iron mold or cooking head in the popping machine.  The dosage 

is volumetric. 

The mold is heated to hundreds of degrees, and a slide plate opens to impose a vacuum on 

the moist cereals mass. After 8 to 10 seconds of exposure to heat at this pressure, the lid of 

the mold expands, creating an even greater vacuum on the contents. In the last few seconds 

of heating, the mixture explodes to fill the given space. Given the proper chemistry, the bran 

and other components of the rice/corn bond to each other so the popped mixture sticks 

together without gumming additives. 

After the cake has exploded in the popping machine, the cooking head opens and the cake 

falls gently on a conveyor belt. And the machine starts a new cycle again 

Typically, one machine produces 3 big cakes in every cycle or several small cakes in the same 

cycle (10 to 15 seconds) if it is equipped with different molds with smaller cakes sizes. In the 

next Figure 41 some examples of possible molds are show and the corresponding cakes hourly 

production rates under the assumption of cycle time of 10 seconds. 
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Figure 41: Examples of possible molds for the rice cake machine (Source: REPIETRO). 

In any case, the production capacity of one single popper machine is not enough for an 

industrial facility so it is normal to have several (dozens) machines working in parallel and 

dropping the elaborated cakes into the same conveyor belt 

The heating of the molds (upper and lower) is carried out by using high density cartridge 

electric heaters and the temperature of the same is separately controlled by specific 

temperature controllers. 

Additionally, to the electricity consumption of the heaters, these machines also 

require electricity for the hydraulic pump responsible of providing the required 

pressure during the rice/corn cooking. Finally, it is also important to remark these 

machines require a compressed air connection (typically at 6 bars) and also 

consume between 100 and 200 normalized liters of compressed air per operation hour. 

6.7 Ambient Cooling  

After the baking process, biscuits need to cool down prior to packaging or secondary 

processing. The normal temperature of biscuits after their exit from the oven is around 100 °C. 

It is quite difficult to define a range of time for the cooling down of biscuits as it would depend 

on room temperature and on biscuit thickness, and it can oscillate between from a couple of 

minutes, for very thin biscuits in cold environments, to around fifteen minutes, for very thick 

biscuits in warmer room temperatures. Biscuits shrink during cooling down, generating 

stresses that can result in undesired cracks. This effect is known as ‘checking’ and can be 

minimized by stacking the biscuits at warm, not hot, temperatures or avoiding forced cooling. 

Normally, crackers and other types of thin crispy biscuits are more likely to suffer from 

checking. 

In order to carry out an effective cooling, a common strategy is based on the transportation 

of biscuits on a textile belt for a determined interval of time necessary for cooling, calculated 

taking into account the highest possible temperature value for the relevant environment. The 

cooling conveyors are usually designed to run slightly faster than the oven band to allow good 

separation of the rows of biscuits. 

These conveyors can be designed with more than one run, with turnovers or curves in order 

to save space in the overall design (see Figure 42). In case of secondary processing, which is 

described below, a forced cooling is envisaged and eventually carried out by means of fans, 

assembled on the conveyor, accelerating the cooling process. However, the use of cooling 

tunnels is never applied immediately after the baking stage as slow ambient cooling process 

also facilitates the required moisture reduction of the biscuits while fast forced cooling stops 

this moisture reduction. 
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Figure 42: Ambient cooling conveyors. 

In terms of energy consumption, it is only expected the electricity consumption of 

the electric drives responsible of the movement of the conveyor belts. 

 

6.8 Stacking (and handling) 

After cooling, biscuits are stacked either to be packed or to undergo secondary processes, 

such as chocolate coating, icing or sandwiching. Biscuit stacking represents an advantage as it 

represents an intermediate buffer in case any of the subsequent processes are stopped. There 

are three main possibilities (see Figure 43), for biscuit stacking: star-wheel stacking penny 

stacking or flip stacking. In order to ensure a proper stacking, biscuits are aligned by means of 

parallel bars, like seen in Figure 44-right. This permits an efficient packaging or, if an additional 

process is needed, a correct handling to the secondary line. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43: Starwheel stacker (up-left), penny stacker (up-right), flip stacker (down-center) (Source: Manley). 

This production stage is purely achieved through mechanical procedures and 

therefore the only energy consumption associated is the minor electric energy 

consumed in the vibrator devices and electric drives. 
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Figure 44: Starwheel Stacker (left) and stacked biscuits (right). 

6.9 Secondary Processing 

Presently, market requirements make secondary processes more frequent due to the 

complexity of shapes that biscuits may require. Of course, these procedures are optional, new 

customization details may be required to new types of biscuits and, therefore, secondary 

processes can be very diverse. Subsequently if not strictly necessary, such as in case of high 

value-added manufacturing products, dedicated production line and secondary process lines 

are often worthless. In case of a dedicated secondary process, this is normally carried out in 

dedicated and specialized lines. In this case, stacked biscuits are collected at the end of the 

manufacturing line and carried to the secondary processing lines. There are different types of 

secondary processing techniques, being cream sandwiching and chocolate coating the most 

common ones. 

 

6.9.1 Cream Sandwiching 

Cream sandwiches, see Figure 45, are made of a pair of identical biscuits that grab a cream 

layer in between, which is compact at ambient temperature. The cream is normally sweet and 

mainly composed by sugar and fat. Cream sandwiches are performed in a wide range of 

flavours, even if the most popular is chocolate. The cream layer mixture can be achieved either 

in batch or continuous mixers. Creams are prepared in Creaming Station usually next to 

Sandwiching machine rooms. 

 

Figure 45: Cream Sandwich biscuits. 

Sandwich filling can be carried out in two different ways: extruding or depositing.  
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On the one hand, cream may be extruded, wire cut and finally dropped upon the bottom 

biscuit. Bottom biscuits are conveyed in a web and stop below the cream extruder. The top 

biscuit is fed from a magazine stack and pressed on the cream layer, producing a reduction of 

the cream layer and a more homogeneous distribution between the two biscuits. 

On the other hand, depositing cream is also possible. A common method is to deploy both 

top and bottom layers alternatively in a conveying web. The bottom layer is placed face down, 

that is the outside surface will be in contact with the web. Top layer biscuit is placed face up 

on the conveying web. Cream is deposited on the bottom layer as the conveyor goes below 

the depositing nozzle. The preceding top layer, which travels one position ahead of the filled 

bottom layer, will be elevated by means of a vacuum jet. When the automated line detects 

that the filled bottom layer has reached the vacuum jet position, this one is pressed towards 

the bottom half, vacuum pressure is discharged and the finished cream sandwiched is released. 

Cream sandwiches require a cool down stage because the cream applied has been 

heated in order to optimize the cream extruding process. This is typically done with 

controlled forced convection systems. 

 

6.9.2 Chocolate Coating 

Chocolate addition is probably the most popular secondary process applied to biscuits. 

Chocolate coatings, mostly used in chocolate applications, are made from non-cocoa butter 

fats due to several reasons: they are much cheaper than actual cocoa butter, they not need to 

be tempered and they are more flexible than cocoa-butter. 

Chocolate is usually directly supplied in tankers and stored in jacketed tanks. It is 

pumped from tanks and circulated through bathing machinery where thermal 

treatment is applied for chocolate de-crystallization. 

A classic method to coat biscuits is enrobing, which is a mechanical process that consists of a 

continuous curtain stream of liquid coating, which the remaining is fed back. The liquid 

chocolate coating is directed towards the biscuits, which are as close one to another as 

possible. The conveyor in which biscuits are positioned normally features an open mesh in 

order to recover unused chocolate coating. Vibrating conveyors and blowing fans are also 

used in order to remove the coating excess from the biscuit. When minor coating has to be 

done, e.g. stripe coating, the curtain can be substituted by a set of fine nozzles. Other variations 

are also possible. After chocolate coating, a garnishing station or sprinkler may add little pieces 

of nuts. 
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Figure 46: Chocolate coating lines. 

6.10  Forced cooling 

Immediately after cream filling or chocolate covering, biscuits need to be cooled down. This 

happens in a cooling line or forced cooling tunnel, where forced cool air is blown, by means 

of a fan-coil, solidifying the coating or the filling. 

 

Figure 47: Biscuits forced cooling tunnel (Source: Barton). 

 

Cooling tunnels may have their own cold generation system (autonomous tunnels) 

in the sense that the compressor and the evaporator group are internal components 

of the machine while the condenser is located outside of the machine (preferably 

located on the factory roof). In this case, the only energy consumption associated to this 

production stage will be included in the electricity consumption of the cooling tunnel. 

Or can be simply a machine formed by fans and cooling coils prepared for taking and return 

cold water from a centralized cold water generation system. In this case, the electricity 

consumption of the cooling tunnel will be lower and restricted to power of the fans and the 

conveyor belt engines. However, it must also be considered the thermal energy consumed in 

the cold water supply (measuring the temperature drop and the circulating flow values)  

Because travelling speed inside cooling tunnel is already fixed by oven speed, control of the 

tunnel to achieve the required biscuit exit temperature must be done by changing the speed 

of tunnel fans and/or coolant temperature. 
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6.11 Packaging 

The last stage before the storage of the end product is packaging, which takes place when 

biscuits are completely prepared and ready to be confectioned. Biscuits are packed in groups 

with the aim to provide the proper mechanical, moisture and chemical protection. Like in the 

rest of the Food and Drink industry, packaging provides customers with product information 

and, at the same time, it acts as an advertising claim. Normally, packaging processes are carried 

out by fully automated systems, which minimize human labor, and, therefore, the overall costs 

of the process.  

Special attention should be paid to packaging of secondary-processed biscuits. As 

high temperatures could damage the product, packaging is typically carried out in 

air-conditioned spaces with both temperature and humidity control, in order to 

guarantee a final product with good quality. 

The range of packaging solutions is wide but can be divided into three main levels: 

- (1st) Sub-packaging level: is the packaging that provides the biscuits with the proper 

protection to chemicals and humidity, but does not provide mechanical protection as it does 

not represent the ultimate layer in the confection. This solution is employed when small 

packets need to be included into packets of larger sizes, which will therefore contain a number 

of sub-packets of smaller dimensions and amounts. This type of packaging allows the use and 

consumption of small portions of products keeping the rest protected. 

 

Figure 48.Example of biscuit film sub-packaging inside a carton box primary packaging. 

- (2nd) Primary packaging level: it is the packaging that gives the immediate appearance to 

customer purchasing goods. It is possible that the primary package contains smaller sub-

packages, as described above. Primary packaging provides both mechanical and chemical 

protection and, at the same time, provide the customers with the main information on the 

product: ingredients, expiration/best-before date, weight, manufacturer company address, etc. 

Primary packaging can be made of plastic, paper, metal tins or hybrid material. Primary packs 

are usually arranged in three configurations: columns, set of piles and jumble (see Figure 49). 
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Figure 49: Examples of Column, Pile and Jumble configuration (Source: GULLON). 

- (3rd) Secondary packaging level: It is applied in all circumstances when an extra protection 

is needed, presenting the advantage of an easy handling at large scale. Robotic systems are 

generally involved to realize secondary packaging, which consists in the application of a layer 

made of plastic or cardboard to a set of primary packets, giving as result a built-up pallet ready 

for delivery. It is also frequent the creation of an intermediate level of packaging that creates 

distribution unit, containing a set of primary packs, having smaller dimensions than a pallet. 

This approach is useful in providing an easy handling in shops and supermarkets, as it allows 

reduction of space and a more convenient displacement in shelves.  

               

Figure 50: Secondary packing examples. Intermediate boxes (left) and full-pallet (right). 

 

Each packaging level requires a specific packaging machine, although secondary packaging 

can also be performed by blue collar workers that introduce the primary packaging units into 

the corresponding cartoon boxes and then they stack the boxes on a wooden/plastic pallet 

support. 

Regarding the energy consumption of these machineries, only electric energy is 

consumed both in the packaging machines as in the required conveyor belts that 

transfer the packaged products along the different packaging levels. Packaging 

machines also require compressed air supply and in some cases it might also mean 

high values of compressed air consumption.  

Packaging machines can vary from simple vertical weighting small biscuit packaging machine 

like widely used in multiple food factories (see Figure 51-left) to smart pick and place vision 

guided robots used to automatically pack unsorted biscuits. (see Figure 51-right). 
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Figure 51: vertical weighting packaging machine (left). Pick and place vision guided robots (right). 

 

Although packaging machines are usually “standard” products built by a specialist packaging 

manufacturer, the arrangement of these machines as well as the interconnecting conveyor 

belts is always full-custom made (see Figure 52) according to the factory layout trying to 

optimize the footprint of the system. It is common practice to have deviation systems and 

unifications for greater flexibility in the packaging options. Hence, the biscuit outlet of a line 

can go to more than one different packaging machines depending on the specific packaging 

requirements. 

Packaging not only includes the process of introducing cookies into their packaging systems, 

but also the transfer of packaging materials (film, cardboard, ...) from the auxiliary warehouse 

to the packaging machines. As well as the formation of the cardboard boxes that come 

disassembled from the cardboard supplier). 

 

   

Figure 52: Schematic 3D models of a packaging line (Source: SYNTEGON (left) and ULMA (right) ). 

6.12 End product storage 

The production plan in a biscuit line is usually planned according to estimates and for stocking 

(own products) or according to framework contracts (products produced for other companies). 

The types of products in the factory are pre-determined and variants using the same recipe 

occur due to different packaging. 

There is no possible intermediate storage for non-packaged product as the raw dough 

degrades a few hours after having finished its corresponding kneading. Additionally, the baked 

biscuits must be packed in the corresponding protective film as soon as possible after cooling. 
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The packaging systems are optimized to operate continuously through the three levels of 

packaging (sub-packaging, primary and secondary) in such a way that storing products only 

packed with sub-packaging or primary levels for their subsequent palletizing would not be 

efficient. 

Along with the above considerations, biscuits are products with a fairly long shelf life, so biscuit 

factories tend to work with large stocks of finished product according to planned planning. 

Only some very specific references are manufactured under specific order. These exceptions 

are generally small production series of some white label variant for small supermarket chains.  

In the case of big factories, it is a common practice the installation of an unit load automated 

warehouse to maximize available space in existing structures and minimize storage space by 

up to 40 percent as compared to traditional storage solutions. Stacker cranes designed to work 

in narrow aisles nearly 30 meters off the ground (see Figure 53), provide high density storage 

and automated operation. 

 

Figure 53: Automated warehouse (Source: MECALUX). 

The storage of dry biscuits can be made in warehouses without temperature and 

humidity control, however, the storage of chocolate coated biscuits might require 

the use of air conditioning systems and therefore introduce and additional 

electricity consumption depending on the outside climatic conditions, especially 

during the hot season. 

The finished product storage area usually represents a quite important percentage of the total 

volume of the factory, as can be seen in the following aerial view of the GULLON factory, where 

the storage area corresponds to the higher green building. 

 

Figure 54: Aerial view of the GULLON Vida factory (Source: GULLON). 
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7 Annexe 2: White Goods 

 

As was previously explained in the Introduction section, the objective of  this  section  is  

providing  a generic description  of  the WMs manufacturing  process rather than a  specific  

description  of the  manufacturing installations/equipment of the ARCELIK demo. In  other  

words,  elaborate  a public document  with  an general overview  of  the WMs manufacturing 

key aspects like: 

▪ the possible production steps and their inter-relationship 

▪ the associated (English) terminology 

▪ short description of the possible required machinery 

▪ the qualitative description of the involved W.A.G.E.S. supplies 

Once said that, in the case of this demo, the description of the manufacturing processes is 

made following a high-level and public description of the ARCELIK factory. This is due to 

several reasons. Of the 4 manufacturing demos, this is by far the most modern process since 

the mass adoption of washing machines is no more than 70 years old and there are not many 

factories as happens in the food and beverage demos. 

Depending on the different manufacturers, there are important differences between the 

different components of the different WMs brands and models. For example, those WM 

models that are equipped with a metal tub require a specific metal forming and bending line. 

However, those WMs that carry plastic tubs require plastic injection machines. Another 

possible difference is that it is possible to build the metal cabinet of the WM using already 

pre-painted metal sheets and therefore avoid the use of a painting stage (as it is the case of 

ARCELIK demo). Or conversely, it is possible to use unpainted metal sheet and run the metal 

cabinets through a paint tunnel similar to car body paint shops (cataphoresis, primer, basecoat 

and topcoat) 

Indeed, in the ARCELIK demo, only the cabinet, the drum and the tub are manufactured while 

the rest of the components are supplied by external suppliers. In other WM manufacturers, 

other components are manufactured in specific lines for this, but it will not be explained in this 

chapter since they would not be useful for the project later. 

The structure of this Annex starts with a short introduction to the main components of a WM 

and a summary of the required steps for the manufacturing of the cabinets, drums and tubs. 

Then follows with specific descriptions of the mechanical production (cabinet and drum), 

plastic production (tub), assembly line, packaging and shrinking and finally a chapter for the 

material distribution infrastructure.  
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7.1 Washing Machine Production Processes 

Washing machine production in Arctic Washing Machine Plant (hereafter referred as Arctic 

WM) can be divided into 3 main categories, as mechanical production line, plastic 

production line and assembly line. After assembly is completed, packaging and shrinking 

processes has been done, these steps are mentioned briefly in the section 2.4. The material 

distribution system is mentioned briefly in the last section. 

The only process which is consumed natural gas is shrinking. Rest of the natural gas is 

consumed for space heating, preparing domestic hot water and providing hot water for R&D 

tests. There is an advanced concept to utilize almost all waste heat in factory in order to 

decrease the natural gas consumption. On the other hand, there is a Concentrated Solar Power 

(CSP) system with 700 kW installed capacity, to provide 95°C hot water. The CSP’s hot water is 

fed to the main heating collector in the heating season, in order to meet the heat energy 

demand and to decrease the natural gas consumption. On the other hand, in cooling season 

hot water is fed to absorption chiller, in order to decrease the centrifugal chiller’s load by 

providing chilled water for process cooling cycle. Centrifugal and absorption chillers are water-

cooled type, thus there are cooling towers in the auxiliary facilities. There can be free cooling 

option (no additional work for refrigerant compression) through the cooling towers for the 

mid seasons and winter periods. Centrifugal and absorption chillers are used for process 

cooling cycle. In order to have air conditioning, Air Handling Units have their own DX units. 

Natural gas is consumed for space heating -hot water for AHUs, radiator panels and unit 

heaters (unit heaters are used in production area), natural gas radiant in warehouse-, domestic 

hot water preparation and shrinking process. 

There is a PV system, with 930 kWp installed capacity, to decrease the consumption of grid 

electricity. The generated electricity is not injected to the grid. 

Hydraulic press in cabinet production line and injection presses in plastic production are 

significant energy users (SEUs) of the plant. 

The following images  show the parts of a washing machine and details of a drum. Drum’s 

front cover, rear cover, spider arm, bottom chassis, spring brackets and bearing houses are 

supplied from Arctic WM’s same supplier, which is included indirectly to the ECOFACT project 

to be a demo case for supplier collaboration tool as Arçelik’s supplier. 

There are 2 different types of boxes used in material distribution system Figure 57, Half-

Eurobox (800x600x320 mm) and Magnum Eurobox (1200x800x950 mm). 
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Figure 55: Exploded 3D image of a washing machine (Source: Arçelik).                                                    Figure 56 : Exploded 3D image of a drum (Source: Arçelik). 
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Figure 57: Production process flow chart of Arctic WM (Source: Arçelik). 
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7.2 Mechanical Production 

Mechanical production can be divided into 3 subtitles, as 1250 ton transfer press process, 

cabinet production line and drum production line. The metal sheet is processed in the 

mechanical production. 1250 ton transfer press is driven by an electric motor, cabinet 

production line and drum production line have their own hydraulic driven presses. 

7.2.1 1250 Ton Transfer Press 

Transfer press is used to form the metal parts by using set of transfer dies. Pre-painted sheet 

metals are fed into the transfer press by vacuum manipulators. There are 2 sets of dies are 

used in transfer press. The front wall is formed in the transfer press. There are 5 stations in the 

press, each station has different die types, thus each station has unique forming process. 

 

Figure 58: 1250 Ton Transfer Press (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

After forming process, formed pre-painted metal parts are loaded to the metal box to be sent 

to Assembly Line 1 and 2 via Rail Guided Vehicle (hereafter referred as RGV). 

 

The transfer press is driven by an IE4 asynchronous electric motor.  
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Figure 59: Rail Guided Vehicle (Source: Arctic WM). 

  

Figure 60: Automated Guided Vehicle (Source: Arctic WM). 

7.2.2 Cabinet Production Line 

Cabinet is the main exterior structure of the washing machine, consists of metal parts. 4-

stationed hydraulic press is used in the starting point of the cabinet production.  In Arctic WM, 

the blank metal sheets are fed into the hydraulic transfer press in order to have the deep 

drawing, cutting, trimming, piercing and bending operations. After each operation, metal 

sheets are transferred via vacuum manipulators for next die. Left and right-side walls are 

formed in the press, Figure shows the vacuum manipulators hold the side walls of the cabinet 

for hydraulic press.  

  

Due to having hydraulic press, the most energy intensive process is cabinet 

production in Arctic WM. 
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Figure 61: Vacuum manipulators (Source: Arctic WM). 

Supplied components and subparts (bottom chassis, right and left spring brackets for cabinet 

line process) are distributed by the Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) in Arctic WM.  

After needed operations have been done (trimming, deep drawing, punching etc.) in hydraulic 

press process, the side walls (panels), bottom chassis, right and left spring brackets (one of the 

spring brackets is shown in the figure below) are assembled by the clinching process. Then the 

conveyor leads each cabinet to the smart computer visioning quality test. After quality check, 

cabinets are sent to the cabinet storage and distribution system. In case of any die changes 

due to model change, the crane, which is located above the cabinet line is used. Automation 

level of cabinet production line is 96%. 

 

Figure 62:  Washing Machine cabinet and spring bracket detail (Source: Arçelik). 

7.2.3 Drum Production Line 

Drum is made from stainless steel and located inside the washing machine, where the washing 

operation is done. The stainless-steel coil is replaced to the decoiler and straightener machine. 

Then the continues metal sheet is fed to the process. Firstly, metal sheet has punched in order 

to have water evacuation holes on the wrapper sheet. Then, the punched sheet is cut by 

hydraulic press. Wrapper sheet is stocked as buffer. 
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Then a set of vacuum manipulators carry the wrapper sheet to be wrapped. Sheets are wrapped 

by V-bending and transverse lock seaming. Wrapped and punched metal sheet, called as 

“wrapper” is carried by a robotic arm, then the expansion process is applied in expansion 

station, in order to form the neck part of the drum. Set of processes have been applied as 

flanging station, decoration station, paddle slot cutting station, clinching station, paddle 

insertion station, front and rear cover seaming station, spider arm holes cutting station (for 

the shaft insertion). After the rear part of the drum assembled by the robotic arms, the parts 

are screwed on.  

 

Figure 63: Exploded 3D image of a drum (Source: Arçelik) . 

Then the smart computer visioning is done for quality tests. Finished drums are transferred to 

drum storage by using automatic drum storage and collection system. Automation level of 

drum production process is 94%.  

The drum production line is designed with energy efficiency point of view,  

compressed air and hydraulic operations are minimized as much as possible in 

drum production line. Servo motor systems are used in the line.  
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Figure 64: Unassembled drum of a washing machine (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

 

Figure 65: Stainless-steel coil fed to the process – Decoiler and Straightener Station (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

Figure 66: Robotic arms carry the wrapper for set of processes (Source: Arctic WM). 

7.3 Plastic Production 

The tub which holds the drum inside itself to have water seal, is made out plastic. The water is 

filled inside the tub, and holes on the drum let the water-cleaning agent mixture pass through 

to penetrate the laundry inside the drum. Tub consists of 2 parts, tub and tub cover.   
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Injection press is used to produce plastic parts of the washing machine (tub and tub cover) by 

using molds. Plastic raw material is fed automatically into the injection press by plastic raw 

material suction and distribution system.  In mold injection process is done to be able to have 

bearing house in the middle of the tub, the metallic bearing house (supplied as subpart) 

distributed via AGVs. Figure 67 shows the bearing house located in the middle of the tub after 

in mold injection process. 

 

  

Figure 67: Robotic arm is taking the produced tubs form the molds of plastic injection (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

Finished plastic tubs and tub covers are taken from the injection press by robotic arms and 

placed on the conveyor. Parts are transferred to collection conveyor by using 3-axis linear 

manipulator. Parts are transferred to the insertion bearings and seal to tubs. After non-touch 

smart vision quality tubs and tub covers are collected for storage and transferred to assembly 

line by using automatic tub collection, storage and distribution system. Automation level of 

plastic production process is 100%. 

 

  

Figure 68: Smart visioning quality checks of the tub (left) and tub cover (right) (Source: Arctic WM). 
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Figure 69: Representative Image of Plastic Injection Press (Source: Santa Clara University). 

Injection press consists of rotating and reciprocating screw in order to force the raw plastic 

material to the molds, a barrel that enables the screw’s reciprocating motion with plastic 

material, heaters for heating up the thermoplastic raw material, nozzle which enables raw 

material to penetrate to the mold, molds for forming the thermoplastic material, and cooling 

system for cooling down the finished plastic material. While forcing the thermoplastic raw 

material, the barrel is heated up by electrical heaters, heated thermoplastic raw material sent 

to the mold with passing through the nozzle, and formed in the mold. After the material 

formed, molds are cooled down with the process cooling cycle (through centrifugal and 

absorption chiller and through cooling tower, explained in the introduction) and movable 

platen is let the plastic part to be moved. 

Electricity is consumed to provide heating. There are 3 servo motors and pumps to 

control the hydraulic system. Hydraulic system drives screw and the molds to be 

opened and closed. There is VFD motor for feeding the plastic raw material into the 

process. Process cooling cycle for completion of the process. Plastic injection is the 

second largest energy intensive process in Arctic WM. 

7.4 Assembly Line 

In order to complete the washing machine production all components and subparts are 

assembled together in assembly line. Dynamic part (tub, tub cover, drum, electric motor, pulley 

and belt) and cabinet group are prepared for the assembly. 

7.4.1 Dynamic Group 

Gasket is located into tub cover manually. Then the automatic system gathers the tub, drum 

located inside and the tub cover. The parts are sent to the vibration welding by a robotic arm. 

Ultimate level of precision and repeatability, vibration welding process is applied to join the 

tub and tub cover. Vibration welding refers to welding of two thermoplastic workpieces by 

applying pressure and reciprocating motion of one part while other part stays stable in order 

to generate heat and melt the thermoplastics by contacting points. 

After vibration welding, motor is assembled manually, counterweight assembly and screwing 

is done by a robotic arm. Hose is assembled manually. Pulley is located manually backside of 

the tub however, screwing of pulley operation is done automatically. Belt is assembled on to 

pulley and motor manually. Then heater is located manually and screwed with automation. 
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Dynamic group is completed with the assembling of the heater, then dynamic group sent to 

the “marriage station” in order to be combined with cabinet group.  

  

Figure 70: Pre-assembled tub and drum (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

 

Figure 71: Drive system of the washing machine (Source: Arctic WM). 

7.4.2 Cabinet Group 

In cabinet assembly, set of operations are completed as, adjustable feed, cable harness, 

discharge hose, motor board, pump, shock absorber, power cord assembly. Only adjustable 

feed operation is done by robotic arm, other operations are done manually, and screwed on 

via electrical screwdrivers. Cabinet groups are sent to the marriage station.  

7.4.3 Marriage Station 

In main assembly line, dynamic group and cabinet group pre-assemblies are combined in the 

marriage station. There are 2 identical parallel main lines. Display card, detergent box, front 

panel, front door, control panel assemblies, program loading operations are completed 

manually. 
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7.4.4 Functional Tests 

After the program loading process, automatic functional test (quality check, water leakage test 

etc.) has been done. One of the critical water consumption is occurred in washing machine 

functional test.  

7.4.5 Final Assembly 

After functional test is completed successfully, washing machines are transferred to final 

assembly by conveyor. Top cover, back panel, auxiliary items addition and labeling are 

completed. After final checking, washing machines are transferred to packaging. 

7.5 Packaging, Shrinking and Sending to the Warehouse 

Styrofoams are attached 6 side of the washing machine manually, on the edge of the sides, 

under the bottom chassis and on the top plate. 

 

Figure 72: Styrofoam attached edge of the sides, bottom chassis and top plate (Source: Arctic WM). 

After attaching the styrofoams, packaging and shrinking has been done. The only natural gas 

consumed process is shrinking in Arctic WM. Natural gas is consumed to prepare domestic 

hot water and provide space heating as well but only production process in Arctic WM is 

shrinking which consumes natural gas, detailed information is given in introduction. 
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Figure 73: Shrinking process (Source: Arctic WM). 

 

Natural gas is consumed in shrinking process. 

 

 

After shrinking and strapping has been done, washing machines are sent to the warehouse. 

7.6 Material Distribution Infrastructure of Arctic WM 

• Arctic WM has buffer stock areas and automated storage and retrieval systems (ASRS).  

• Single loop shuttle (SLS) system is used for carrying the inhouse production parts, together 

with drum, cabinet and tub & tub cover ASRS.  

• Automated Guided Vehicles and Rail Guided Vehicles are used for carrying the supplied 

parts from suppliers. 

• Rail Guided Vehicle (RGV) together with unit load and mini load ASRS. 

• Each distribution system has its own ASRS. 

 

Figure 74: Drum ASRS (Source: Arctic WM). 
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8 Annexe 3: Beverage 

As was previously explained in the Introduction section, the objective  of  this  section  is  

providing  a generic description  of  the brewery manufacturing  process rather than a  specific  

description  of the  manufacturing installations/equipment of the AB demo. In other words, 

elaborate  a public document  with  an general overview  of  the biscuit manufacturing key 

aspects like: 

▪ the possible production steps and their inter-relationship 

▪ the associated (English) terminology 

▪ short description of the possible required machinery 

▪ the qualitative description of the involved W.A.G.E.S. supplies 

The product (beer) and process (brewery) of this demo is by far the oldest of all the four demos 

of the ECOFACT project. Mankind has elaborated beer since thousands of years (dating from 

Babylonian and Egypt empires), although obviously these ancient beers were quite different 

as modern beers. 

It is almost impossible to account in a precise way the number of exiting breweries in the world 

due to the important development of micro and mini breweries dedicated to the elaboration 

of small amounts of craft beer.  Some references talk about around 10.000 different breweries 

in the world. 

In any case, due to the historical presence and also the current trends in craft beers and even 

brewery kits to do your own beer at home, there is plenty of public information about the 

brewery processes. In this case, the process description is focussed on the manufacturing 

process followed in large or very large breweries as the AB demo. For instance, big breweries 

require specific complex systems for the treatment of the water supply.  Avoiding the inclusion 

and description of manufacturing processes used in the craft beer elaboration. 

The structure of this Annex starts with a short introduction to the beer definition and possible 

types of beer. Also, a summary of the main ingredients and the possible manufacturing steps 

is included. Then follows with a specific chapter for the malting process, the water supply and 

treatment, the brewery process and finally the packaging in the three most common formats 

of bottles, cans and kegs. 
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8.1 Overview of manufacturing beer: Ingredients, processes and quality 

criteria 

 “Beer: an alcoholic drink made from yeast-fermented malt flavoured with hops” 

Beer is one of the oldest and most widely consumed alcoholic drinks in the world, and the 

third most popular drink overall after water and tea. Beer is brewed from cereal grains—most 

commonly from malted barley, though wheat, maize (corn), and rice are also used. During the 

brewing process, fermentation of the starch sugars in the wort produces ethanol and 

carbonation in the resulting beer. Most modern beer is brewed with hops, which add bitterness 

and other flavours and act as a natural preservative and stabilizing agent. Other flavouring 

agents such as gruit, herbs, or fruits may be included or used instead of hops. In commercial 

brewing, the natural carbonation effect is often removed during processing and replaced with 

forced carbonation. 

The basic ingredients of beer are water; a starch source, such as malted barley, able to be 

saccharified (converted to sugars) then fermented (converted into ethanol and carbon 

dioxide); a brewer's yeast to produce the fermentation; and a flavouring such as hops. A 

mixture of starch sources may be used, with a secondary carbohydrate source, such as maize 

(corn), rice, wheat, or sugar, often being termed an adjunct, especially when used alongside 

malted barley. Water is the main ingredient of beer, accounting for 93% of its weight. Though 

water itself is, ideally, flavourless, its level of dissolved minerals, specifically, bicarbonate ion, 

does influence beer's finished taste 

Top-fermented beers are most commonly produced with Saccharomyces Cerevisiae, a top-

fermenting yeast which clumps and rises to the surface, typically between 15 and 25°C. At 

these temperatures, yeast produces significant amounts of esters and other secondary flavour 

and aroma products, and the result is often a beer with slightly "fruity" compounds resembling 

apple, pear, pineapple, banana, plum, or prune, among others. 

 

 

 

 

Purified water Malted barley Hops Yeast 

Figure 75: Beer main ingredients. 

After the introduction of hops into England from Flanders in the 15th century, "ale" referred 

to an unhopped fermented drink, "beer" being used to describe a brew with an infusion of 

hops. 

Real ale is the term coined by the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA) in 1973 for "beer brewed 

from traditional ingredients, matured by secondary fermentation in the container from which 

it is dispensed, and served without the use of extraneous carbon dioxide". It is applied to bottle 

conditioned and cask conditioned beers. 

Pale ale is a beer which uses a top-fermenting yeast and predominantly pale malt. It is one of 

the world's major beer styles. 

Stout and porter are dark beers made using roasted malts or roast barley, and typically 

brewed with slow fermenting yeast. There are a number of variations including Baltic porter, 

dry stout, and Imperial stout. The name "porter" was first used in 1721 to describe a dark 
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brown beer popular with the street and river porters of London. This same beer later also 

became known as stout, though the word stout had been used as early as 1677. The history 

and development of stout and porter are intertwined.  

Mild ale has a predominantly malty palate. It is usually dark coloured with an ABV9 of 3% to 

3.6%, although there are lighter hued milds as well as stronger examples reaching 6% ABV and 

higher. 

Wheat beer is brewed with a large proportion of wheat although it often also contains a 

significant proportion of malted barley. Wheat beers are usually top-fermented. The flavour of 

wheat beers varies considerably, depending upon the specific style. 

 

Figure 76: Schematic representation of beer colour palette. 

Lager is cool fermented beer. Pale lagers are the most commonly consumed beers in the 

world. Many are of the “pilsner” type. The name "lager" comes from the German "lagern" for 

"to store", as brewers around Bavaria stored beer in cool cellars and caves during the warm 

summer months. These brewers noticed that the beers continued to ferment, and to also clear 

of sediment, when stored in cool conditions. 

Lager yeast is a cool bottom-fermenting yeast (Saccharomyces Pastorianus) and typically 

undergoes primary fermentation at 7–12°C (the fermentation phase), and then is given a long 

secondary fermentation at 0–4°C (the lagering phase). During the secondary stage, the lager 

clears and mellows. The cooler conditions also inhibit the natural production of esters and 

other by products, resulting in a "cleaner"-tasting beer. 

Radler (German for "cyclist") has a long history in German-speaking regions. It commonly 

consists of a 50:50 mixture of beer and sparkling lemonade or grapefruit juice. The term Radler 

originates with a drink called Radlermass ("cyclist litre") that was created by innkeeper Franz 

Kugler in the small town of Deisenhofen, just outside Munich. During the great cycling boom 

of the Roaring Twenties, Kugler created a bicycle trail from Munich through the woods that 

led directly to his drinking establishment. On a June day in 1922, 13,000 cyclists arrived at 

Kugler’s. He blended it 50/50 with lemon soda as he started to run out of beer. 

Low-alcohol beer is beer with little or no alcohol content and aims to reproduce the taste of 

beer while eliminating (or at least reducing) the inebriating effects of standard alcoholic brews. 

Most low-alcohol beers are lagers, but there are some low-alcohol ales. Low-alcohol beer is 

also known as light beer, non-alcoholic beer, small beer, small ale, or near-beer.  

Older processes simply heat the beer to evaporate most of the alcohol. Since alcohol is 

more volatile than water, as the beer is heated alcohol boils off first. The alcohol is allowed to 

escape and the remaining liquid becomes the product, essentially the opposite of the process 

used to make distilled beverages. Most modern breweries utilize vacuum evaporation to 

                                                 

9 ABV = Alcohol By Volume is used to measure the alcohol content of beer, wine, distilled spirits, and other alcoholic beverages.  
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reduce the boiling temperature and maintain flavour. In essence, the beer is placed under a 

light vacuum to facilitate the alcohol molecules going into the gaseous phase. If a sufficient 

vacuum is applied, it is not necessary to "cook" the beer at a temperature that destroys the 

flavour. Some heat must nevertheless be supplied to counter the heat lost to enthalpy of 

vaporization. 

 

 

Figure 77: Examples of Athenian Brewery products (Source: Athenian Brewery). 

 

A more modern alternative process uses reverse osmosis to avoid heating the product at all. 

Under pressure, the beer is passed through a polymeric filter with pores small enough that 

only alcohol and water (and a few volatile acids) can pass through. A syrupy mixture of complex 

carbohydrates and most of the flavour compounds are retained by the filter. Alcohol is distilled 

out of the filtered alcohol-water mix using conventional distillation methods. Adding the water 

and remaining acids back into the syrup left behind on the filter completes the process. 

Sometimes beer is simply diluted with water to give the desired alcohol level. Another tip 

would be avoiding using sugar from maize; this simply increases the alcohol content without 

adding to the flavour or body of the beer. 

8.2 Malting of Barley 

Regarding the raw material storage, the main raw material in the brewery case is basically 

barley that is stored outside the plant, in external, rented facilities, so they are out of scope of 

the ECOFACT project. Just a quick heads up though is that there we need electricity to keep 

cool during summer and also in order to be able to transfer them from silo to silo, so that they 

can be aerated.  

In the beer plant, only small batches of barley are held with the same principle, 

cooling needs for hot months, and transportation with redlers from silo to silo for 

aeration. Mostly insignificant versus the energy needs of the rest of the processes.  

Malting to put it in simple words is the process of controlling the sprouting of cereal grains, 

or occasionally the seeds of pulses, under certain controlled conditions. The selected grains 

are soaked in water to allow them to sprout and accelerate the germination process under 

optimal environmental conditions favorable for sprouting. During this stage barley’s starch 

and proteins are divided. Just when the grains gain a moisture content of 46%, they are 

transferred to malting furnaces. They are then dried to stop the germination process in huge 

kilns by raising its temperature to about 50°C  or above for the desired colour and specification. 
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Figure 78: Maltin Process. Source Deutscher Brauerbund e.V., Berlin. 

8.2.1 Steeping 

Steeping is the first stage of malting, the main purpose of which is to let the seeds seep in 

enough moisture content by weight to sprout successfully. Steeping has two sub-stages, wet 

steeping and air rests. The kernels are steeped in water for not too long or too short, but just 

enough time for the seeds to begin sprouting. The moisture content in the barley is checked, 

to make sure that it has taken about 42-46% moisture by weight, the water is then drained, 

and the grains are put to rest. This is called an air rest. The moisture content in the malt will 

determine its colour. The more the moisture content the darker is the extraction of the malt. 

Water is the main energy consumption of this step, alongside with electrical energy 

for some motors. 

 

Figure 79: Steeping Tank. (Source:  http://www.rauscher-engineering.net). 
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8.2.2 Germination 

The second stage of barley malting is germination. Once the steeping process is complete 

the seeds are spread out on malting beds and allowed to germinate. The degree to which 

sprouting of grains is accomplished is called modification. Therefore, the goal of this stage is 

to allow uniformity of modification. The speed of germination is controlled by a specific 

temperature and by maintaining the moisture content. Too wet and warm conditions may 

encourage growth of mold and on the other hand, too dry and cold conditions may discourage 

sprouting. The germination stage takes around 3-5 days. The grains are inspected time and 

again, to ensure that all the seeds are sprouting and modifying at the same pace. Again, the 

germination process is allowed to proceed slightly farther than usual for darker colour malts. 

In order to have the most suitable conditions, steam consumption is needed when 

outside temperatures are low and cooling consumption when they are high. 

Electrical energy is consumed for motors in order to move barley.  

 

 

Figure 80: Germination Box. Source: www.mopos.com. 

 

8.2.3 Drying and Kilning 

Once the seeds are fully modified, they are immediately dried to curb the sprouting process 

further. Drying and kilning is the final process that gives the malt its final desired character and 

flavour. Drying the seeds stops the sprouting process, converts the endosperm to starch 

granules and finally to sugar. The grain at this point of time is called “green malt”. Maintaining 

a specific temperature while drying the grains is also an important factor as extreme 

temperature conditions may inactivate the whole process. The entire drying process takes 

about a day or two. Then comes kilning, that is, roasting the green malt to develop its final 

flavour. This process involves regular stirring of the malts for a more uniform final product. The 

final product ranges in colour from very pale to amber, to chocolate. 

The malt is divided into two main categories namely base malts and specialty malts. The base 

malts have the ability to convert their starch into sugar and usually are used to produce lighter 

beers. Whereas, specialty malts have little diastatic power (ability to convert their starch into 

sugar), but they are used to produce darker beers and increase the viscosity of the beverage. 
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Figure 81: Kilning. (Source: www.boortmalt.com). 

Thermal energy is needed that comes from steam plant and pass through heat 

exchanger. 

 

This malt is then put through a machine known as a deculmer, to remove small rootlets 

emerged during germination. The by-product of this malt serves as animal feed, since it has 

higher protein content as compared to barley. The final malt is stored in a cool and dry place 

until it is sent to customers or actually used for brewing beer. 

 
Figure 82: Barley. 

 
Figure 83: Steeped barley. 

 

Figure 84: Green malt. 

 
Figure 85: Roasted malt. 

 

http://www.boortmalt.com/
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8.3 Water supply and treatment 

Brewing requires a supply of good clean water, which accounts for approximately 95% of the 

total beer volume. Beside the water directly involved as ingredient, water is also used for 

making steam, for cleaning and in packaging.  

The volume of water required varies between breweries. It is generally around 4-5 times the 

total volume of beer produced.  

All water that doesn’t end up in the beer is thrown away. For example, as effluent during the 

generation of services, as water vapour from boiling, and in the spent grain.  

Different kinds of water are used in different areas as shown in the next table, where CIP 

cleaning, also referred to as Clean-In-Place cleaning, is a procedure of cleaning interior 

product contact surfaces such as process pipes, vessels and equipment, without disassembly. 

Type of water Process Utilization 

Treated brewing water 
Brewing 

Cleaning & CIP 

Softened water 
Bottle washing 

Pasteurisation 

Mains/untreated water General cleaning (e.g. floors) 

Demineralised water Boiler feed water. 

Deaerated water Dilution 

 

Besides the resource consumption of the required water, there is also an electric 

energy consumption associated with the water treatment, especially important in 

the filtration stage due to the required pumping work. Values will vary a lot between 

breweries depending on the specific hardness of the original water supply of the facility. 

 

Figure 86: Typical schematic of a water pre-treatment system. 
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8.4 Brewing process 

 

Figure 87: Brewing Process (Source: www.photometer.com). 

8.4.1 Malt milling 

Different types of malt are crushed together to break up the grain kernels in order to extract 

fermentable sugars to produce a milled product called grist. The malt is milled, similar to the 

making of flour, so that it dissolves better in water. Malt mills produce various grades of 

crushed malt: husks, groats, meal, semolina and powder (from the coarsest to the finest). 

Generally, husks are separated in the milling and sold as by products for animal feeding. 
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Figure 88 Malt Miller. Source:  www.carlingpartnership.com. 

 

Electrical energy is being consumed in this milling stage. 

 

8.4.2 Mashing  

The grist is then transferred into a mash tun, where it is mixed with heated water in a process 

called mash conversion. The conversion process uses natural enzymes in the malt to break 

the malt’s starch down into sugars. The starch in the grist dissolves and sugar, protein and 

tannin are released. The so-called malt extract is produced by this mashing process. 

The purpose of mashing is to mix the "grist" (malt grist plus eventual unmalted adjuncts) with 

water, under conditions suitable to stimulate the enzymatic conversion into a fermentable 

extract which will support yeast growth and beer production. Enzyme activity is principally 

related to the breakdown of starch and proteolytic activities.  

This step is the most important in wort production as the reactions that take place here are of 

great importance for the final wort composition. As only part of the substance present in raw 

materials are water soluble, it is necessary to convert the insoluble materials such starch and 

proteins, into soluble materials. All the substances that go into solution are referred to as 

extract.  

During mashing, important processes and reactions occur, some represent the scope of this 

process, others are unwanted reactions that also occur and that should be minimized. The 

processes that are part of the purpose of mashing are:  

 Gelatinization of starch.  

 Starch degradation into maltose and dextrins. 

 Protein break-down.  

 Β-glucans degradation. 
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 Release of polyphenols.  

 Release of phosphate and other ions.  

 Decrease of wort pH.  

While the unavoidable reactions, which also occur in mashing are:  

 Lipid degradation.  

 Lipid oxidation.  

 Polyphenol oxidation.  

The most important activity for wort production is the degradation of starch.  

Cereal starch is in granular form and is made by Amylopectin (80%) and Amylose (20%). 

Amylose is a straight coiled chain of glucose connected via α-(1,4) linkages, while Amylopectin 

is a branched structure made by chains similar to Amylose connected at the α-(1,6) linkage.  

Degradation of starch occurs in three steps: gelatinization, liquefaction and saccharification.  

During gelatinization, hot water is incorporated into the starch granules, which swell. Starch 

uncoils and become amorphous giving the mash a very viscous consistency. Agitation is here 

very important as, if not properly agitated, the starch would stick and burn on to the walls of 

the vessels. The gelatinization temperature depends on the cereal type and on the growing 

environmental condition, in particular the temperatures during the grain filling. For this reason, 

we expect an increase of gelatinization temperatures due to global warming.  

 
Figure 89: Gelatinisation temperature for different cereals. 

Liquefaction and saccharification occurs practically in the same time but at different extent, 

due to starch degrading enzymes. α-amylase cleaves α-(1,4) linkages inside the molecules of 

starch, reducing their size and, thus, decreasing the viscosity of the gelatinized mash. This 

process is named liquefaction and α-amylase is known as the liquefying enzyme. 

β-amylase cleaves α-(1,4) linkages from the non-reducing end of the chain, producing 

maltose (2 units of glucose). This process is named saccharification and the enzyme is known 

as saccharifying enzyme. 

Both enzymes are not capable to break the α-(1,6) linkages of Amylopectin and even α-(1,4) 

linkages close to the branch point. The polymers left, containing some glucose units close to 

the branch point, are called limit dextrins. 

Together with the starch, also other important insoluble substances are degraded into soluble 

molecules by enzymes, these are the proteins and glucans. 
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Most of the proteolysis occurs during malting process, as most of the proteases are denatured 

during kilning. Exo-peptidases are still actives and can release amino acids into the wort 

(increase FAN). Their temperature optimum is at 50-60°C. 

Also β-glucanases are heat labile and therefore they do most of their job during malting. Their 

temperature optimum is at 40-45°C. 

Temperature, pH and time are strongly influencing the enzyme activity; for this reason, 

the brewer uses them to drive the mashing process and obtain the desired wort quality. 

Enzyme activity increases with temperature and reaches the maximum value at its optimal 

temperature. Increasing further the temperature, the enzyme permanently loses its activity 

(denaturation). Each enzyme has its specific optimal and inactivation temperature and optimal 

pH. Here the list of malt enzymes involved during mashing and their characteristics. 

 

Figure 90: Optimum and Inactivation temperature for the enzymes involved in mashing. 

Infusion process 

Describing all the chemical reactions that happen in the mashing goes beyond the scope of 

this document. Obviously depending of the different cooking parameters (temperature, time, 

grist variations, enzymes,..) different results will be obtained. The important idea is that the 

mashing stage is basically an infusion process with different possible values of temperature 

and duration. 

In the infusion process the entire mash is heated up to the above rests and no part of the mash 

is removed and heated separately. 
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Figure 91: Example of an infusion mashing profile. 

The infusion process in commonly applied for 100% malt brews but can also be applied with 

adjuncts if the liquefaction process doesn’t need a Mash tun (in case we use pre-gelatinized 

adjuncts or we add liquefying enzymes). In case of an infusion process, all the malt is mashed-

in into the Mash tun. After an optional protein rest, the mash is heated in a certain time to the 

saccharification temperature. After the saccharification rest, the mash is heated in a certain 

time to the mashing-off temperature (76-78°C). When the mashing-off temperature is 

reached, the mash can be transferred to the Lauter tun or Mash filter. Infusion mashing is 

therefore the basic mashing method but also the quickest and cheapest way of mashing with 

the lowest impact on staling and on investment (only the mash tun is needed). 

Thermal energy for heating water through heat exchanger with steam is used. Also, 

electrical energy for the needed motors for mixing.  

 

8.4.3 Lautering 

The mash is filtered in the lauter tun as the husks sink and the wort is separated from the 

solid substances (spent grains). The wort is then further used in the brewing process, whereas 

the spent grains are generally used as cattle fodder. 

Lautering is wort filtration process in which the spent grains play the role of the filter material. 

Together with the Mash filter, the lauter tun is one of the available technologies used to 

separate the wort (soluble substances) from the spent grains (insoluble substances, husks, etc.) 

with the aim to: 

 Guarantee the wort filtration as clear as possible (with the lowest turbidity). 

 Avoid extraction of other undesirable substances (e.g. polyphenols, tannins, 

anthocyanins, and lipids). 

 Avoid air / oxygen pick up in the wort.  
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 Obtain the highest extract yield at the desirable Brewhouse efficiency (cycle time). 

The Lauter tun consists of a double bottom cylindrical tank with a so-called false bottom. The 

filtration bed is built on the false bottom by circulation of the mash. To reduce the losses after 

filtration, the remaining extract is washed out from the spent grains using sparing water. The 

process ends with spent grain removal from the Lauter tun to the spent grains bin. 

 

Figure 92: Schematic representation of a lauter tun components. 

 

 

 

Figure 93 Lauter Tun. Empty and Full. Source: www.spectacinternational.com. 

 

Lautering is the lowest electricity consumer in the brewing process since this step 

only involves minor electricity consumption for the needed motors for mixing. 
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8.4.4 Wort Boiling 

In the brewing pan, worth copper or wort kettle the wort is boiled, and the hops are added. 

The taste of the beer depends on the type and amount of hops used: the more hops the 

bitterer the beer. As the water evaporates the wort is concentrated to the original wort, the 

malt enzymes are deactivated, and tannin and protein elements are separated out to form the 

so-called trub. 

In this step a number of important processes and reactions occur, some represent the scope 

of this process, others are unwanted reactions that also occur and that should be minimized. 

The processes that are part of the purpose of wort boiling are:  

 Extraction and isomerization of hop components.  

 Formation and precipitation of protein-polyphenol compounds.  

 Coagulation of proteins.  

 Evaporation of water.  

 Wort sterilization.  

 Enzymes inactivation.  

 Lowering the pH of the wort.   

 Evaporation of undesirable and volatile aroma substances.  

The unavoidable reactions which also occur in boiling are:  

 Thermal stress of the wort.  

 Coloring of the wort as a result of Maillard reactions.  

Wort is entering into the wort copper coming from filtration. Heating-up starts so that 

reaching boiling temperature coincides with the end of wort filtration. The rate of evaporation 

can differ during the boiling process (e.g. simmering of wort) depending on the used 

technology. All the reactions mentioned above occur. Hops are added just before start boiling 

or during boiling according to the hop type and the recipe. Also pH and Ca2+ corrections are 

performed according to the recipe.  

The boiling ends when the required boiling time has been achieved according to specific 

recipe, typically between 1 and 2 hours. The volume reduction also differs for each specific 

recipe but a reference average value of 20% volume reduction can be considered. Other 

adjuncts and auxiliary materials can be added during this step such as carrageenan, sugar or 

sugar syrups, caramel, etc. Finally, the boiled wort is casted to the Whirlpool or transferred via 

a centrifuge pump.  

It is the main consumer of thermal energy in Brewhouse. Heat is being transferred 

to wort through heat exchanger with steam. Also electric consumption as the wort 

is constantly recirculated (pumped) in order to achieve a uniform heating up and 

avoiding temperature stratification inside the boiler. 
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Figure 94: Wort Boiler. Source: www.banke-ps.de. 

8.4.5 Wort treatment 

Wort treatment, also known as wort clarification is formed by two sub-stages: the whirpool 

tun for removing the suspended solids content and the wort cooler for reducing the 

temperature of the clarified wort. The process starts when the wort is fed into the whirlpool 

and starts to rotate. Hop particles that have not dissolved and protein – the so-called trub – 

form a cone in the middle of the container, and the clear wort can be tapped off at the side. 

Then the clear wort is cooled to a temperature of between 6 and 10°C in the wort cooler, 

through a plate heat exchanger, from the 100°C temperature that it was during boiling. 

 

2 stages cooler: 

Alcohol water cools the wort until pitching temperature in the second stage. Ambient water 

cools down the wort in the first stage, until 2-3 °C above the ambient water temperature. To 

limit energy peaks, an alcohol water buffer is installed, the so-called stratification tank. 

 

Figure 95: 2 stages heat exchanger schematic representation. 

All the wort is cooled to pitching temperature, using chilled water instead of alcohol water. An 

efficient energy use is reached when the chilled water temperature leaves the second stage at 

about the ambient water temperature. This water is mixed with the ambient water and the 

mixture cools down the wort in the first stage to 2-3°C above the ambient water temperature. 
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The chilled water is cooled and stored in the chilled water tank, which replaces the alcohol 

water stratification tank in the basic version. 

Whirpool consumes electrical energy on motors. Cooling of the wort is the biggest 

consumer of cooling energy in the plant, since the wort must suffer a temperature 

drop of around 90°C. 

 

                      

     Figure 96: Whirlpool schematic.                               Figure 97: Wort Cooler. Source: www. efps.gr. 

 

 

8.4.6 Fermentation 

The next step in the beer making process is the alcoholic fermentation. This takes place in a 

fermentation tank where special brewing yeast is added. The yeast turns the malt sugar into 

alcohol and carbon dioxide. As soon as the malt sugar has fermented, around 7 days for lager, 

the yeast sinks and is collected. Depending on the type of yeast and the wort preparation used 

a top-or bottom-fermented (lager uses bottom sedimented yeast, while top is usually in ales, 

where the spent yeast is floating at the top) beer is produced.  

The alcohol in beer is produced during fermentation, when yeast breaks down the sugar in the 

wort. 

During main fermentation, the fermentation heat is dissipated via the jacket cooling 

system. In this process, the cold liquid drops close to the side walls of the tank and 

rises again in the centre. Pumping is not used during fermentation, just for taking 

out the sedimented yeast.  
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Figure 98: fermentation vessel. 

 

Producing non-alcoholic beer can be done with the following manners: 

 Dealcoholisation: with dealcoholisation, an alcoholic beer is brewed in the traditional 

way. The alcohol is then removed using a method such as steam distillation, water 

vapour or gas stripping, or reverse osmosis. 

 Limited fermentation: the amount of alcohol produced during fermentation is limited 

to under 0.5% ABV. There are three common ways to limit fermentation and brewers 

can use a mixture of these methods. These methods are limiting fermentable sugars, 

using special yeast strains, and interrupting fermentation. 

 Dilution: using this method to make alcohol-free beer, brewers produce a concentrated 

beer in the traditional way using a significant amount of hops and grains to create a 

concentrated beer high in flavour and body. After fermentation, they dilute the 

concentrated beer with water until the alcohol level is under 0.5% ABV, and then re-

carbonate it. 

 Fermentation free: some producers avoid fermentation, making alternative production 

process and recipe to create a drink that looks and tastes like beer. 

 

If the beer is mixed with lemonade, or even lemon-lime soda, a shandy is produced, while if 

the beer is mixed with citrus but also includes other fruit juices, like grapefruit, a radler is 

produced. 

 

8.4.7 Maturation stage 

After fermentation, the young “green” beer needs to be matured in order to allow both a full 

development of flavours and a smooth finish. Young beer is stored anything from three weeks 

to three months in a storage tank at between 1 and 2°C. A secondary fermentation takes place; 

remaining yeast particles and protein-tannin sink to the bottom. The beer becomes clear and 
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acquires its characteristic colour. During the maturation process, the beer is cooled down from 

16-20 to 0°C.  

During aging, the fermentation heat is dissipated via the jacket cooling system that 

all vessels have. Maturation can be made in the same tanks used for fermenting 

avoiding the required pumping movement.  

 

 

Figure 99: Source: www.eichbaum.com. 

8.4.8 Filtration 

At this last stage any substances still remaining after fermentation and secondary 

fermentation, such as yeast particles, hop resin and protein are extracted and the beer gets its 

final clear colour. The beer is filtered, carbonated, and transferred to the bright beer tank.  

Kieselguhr (KG) or Diatomaceous Earth is a common filter aid (powder) used in the first 

stage of beer filtration. This filter aid, added directly to the beer prior to passage through a 

frame filter press, traps the small yeast particles thus stopping them from blinding the filter 

surface. This is commonly used where condition time is limited and large volumes of beer 

require filtering quickly.  

The solids that will be separated from the beer are compressible. Any attempt to remove them 

with a single filter medium would result in a blockage of the filtration. This problem can be 

overcome by adding an incompressible mass on the filter medium (the filter-aid) to form with 

the yeast and the suspended solid what is referred to as a filter-cake. The filter-cake is capable 

to maintain the permeability high and guarantee the flow of the beer. 

http://www.eichbaum.com/
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Figure 100: Schematic representation of beer filtering process. 

A filtration system using filter-aid typically comprises of the following: 

A mechanical support known as the “septum” or “filtration sieve” A first layer of coarse filter-

aid known as the “first pre-coat” which bridges the gaps in the septum and works as a support 

for the following layers 

A second layer composed of a finer grade of filter-aid known as “second pre-coat”, which has 

the role to fill the small gaps of the first pre-coat, allow to have faster bright beer and to trap 

the finer materials. 

A progressively accumulating filter-cake composed of a matrix of chosen filter-aid known as 

“body feed”, yeast and suspended solids. 

The thickness of the filter-cake increases during the filtration until the cake has filled the 

available space or the filter has reached the maximum pressure allowed. Then the cake must 

be removed, the filter cleaned and the process restarted. 

Beer stabilization can be achieved by reduction of the concentration of haze-active 

polyphenol or reduction of the concentration of haze-active protein or both through the 

utilization of different methodologies and materials. Hence PVPP filtration is needed. PVPP 

is synthetized starting from Acetylene, Formaldehyde and Ammonia which, after different 

chemical reactions, give PVP (polyvinylpyrolidone) which is polymerised into PVPP 

(polyvinylpolypirrolidone). PVPP is a specific adsorbent for polyphenols. PVPP pyrrolidone 

rings bind polyphenols through hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds in a similar way sensitive 

proteins proline do. However the bonds linking the polyphenols to the PVPP are stronger that 

those linking proteins to polyphenols. Regenerable PVPP is a white powder with bigger 

particles size (approx. 80-100 µm) and mechanically stronger compared to OW PVPP. These 

properties ensure that it can be used several times without causing blockages or other 

problems. Regenerable PVPP is the more cost effective (€/hl) stabilizer available without taking 

into account the investment costs. Stabilisation takes place in the transfer from the beer filter 

to the BBT’s (Bright Beer Tank). Two different types of filters can be used: candle filter or 

horizontal disc filter. 
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Figure 101 Kieselguhr . Filtering Source: www.destila.eu. 

8.5 Packaging 

Now the matured, filtered beer is ready for bottling, canning or racking into kegs. 

8.5.1 Bottling Line 

The first step in bottling beer is depalletising, where the empty bottles are removed from the 

original pallet packaging delivered from the manufacturer, so that individual bottles may be 

handled. 

The bottles may then be rinsed with filtered water or air, and may have carbon dioxide injected 

into them in attempt to reduce the level of oxygen within the bottle. 

The bottle then enters a "filler" which fills the bottle with beer and may also inject a small 

amount of inert gas (usually carbon dioxide or nitrogen) on top of the beer to disperse the 

oxygen, as oxygen can ruin the quality of the product via oxidation. Finally, the bottles go 

through a "capper", which applies a bottle cap, sealing the bottle. 

The pasteurization process intends to destroy Bacteria by heating to a high temperature. In 

the brewing process pasteurization is used to stop the growth of the yeast that might remain 

in the beer after packaging. 

Next the bottle enters a labelling machine ("labeller") where a label is applied. To ensure 

traceability of the product, a lot number, generally the date and time of bottling, may also be 

printed on the bottle. 

The product is then packed into boxes and pallets and warehoused, ready for sale. 
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Figure 102: Bottling Line and Machines. Source: www.krones.com. 

 

Electrical energy is being consumed in every process of Bottling line, with bigger 

consumers Bottle Washer and Pasteurizer. Thermal energy is being consumed also 

in Bottle Washer & Bottle Pasteurizer. Water is consumed in the baths of pasteurizer and bottle 

washer to transfer/keep the desired temperature. 

     

Figure 103: Bottle Filler. Source: www.equippedbrewer.com. 

 

8.5.2 Canning Line 

The process of canning beer begins with depalletization, with empty, pre-printed, 12 ounce 

aluminum cans without tops. Cans are automatically fed on to a conveyor belt and first rinsed 

with soft water to clean the inside. They are then purged of air with CO2 into the empty vessels. 

The cans then proceed down the line and are filled with beer. After filling, lids are automatically 

placed on top of the passing can. As the lid drops, a simultaneous burst of CO2 pushes the 

last bit of air out from under the lid. 

The pasteurization process intends to destroy Bacteria by heating to a high temperature. In 

the brewing process pasteurization is used to stop the growth of the yeast that might remain 

in the beer after packaging. 

Bottle Washing 
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Then, the cans move to the Shrink Wrapping, so that the plastic seal fully protects the shrink 

wrapped contents. Once sealed, the items are no longer vulnerable to the damage that can be 

caused by dust, dirt or moisture. 

Once sealed, the cans are finally palletized for sale. 

 

Figure 104: Canning Line and Machines. Source: www.krones.com. 

 

Figure 105: Point of a Canning Line. Source: www.lehui.com. 

 

Electrical energy is being consumed in every process of Canning line and especially 

in Shrink Wrapper and Pasteurizer. Thermal energy is being consumed also in Can 

Pasteurizer. Water is consumed in the baths of Can Pasteurizer. 
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8.5.3 Kegging Line 

Thessa's keg line runs with 20l, 30l and 50l production types. There are two tanks in which 

filtered beer is transferred from Brewing Department.  

Beer afterwards runs through pasteurizer (plate heat) and reaches the fillers (2 fillers). Kegs 

from the market enter the line from the depalletiser, pass through precleaner, where they 

are emptied, checked for leakages and receive their first internal cleaning treatment. After 

precleaning, kegs reach the external keg washer, followed by empty keg scale, the heads 

responsible for the rest of internal cleaning (caustic soda, acid, hot water, steam) and the filling 

heads..  

Next step is weighing the filled kegs and rejection in case of misfilled. Lot Number and other 

quality characteristics are labelled afterwards and in the end, kegs are palletised. 

 

 

Figure 106: Canning Line and Machines. Source: Athenian Brewery. 

 

Electrical energy is being consumed in every process of Kegging line. Thermal 

energy is being consumed also in Pre-Cleaner. Water is consumed in steps until 

Filling of the Kegs. 
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Figure 107: Kegs. Source: Athenian Brewery. 

 

The pallets of end product (in the three lines: bottles, cans and kegs) will go to end 

product storage until its delivery to the corresponding truck. This storage can be 

done at ambient temperature and therefore it has not important energy 

consumption. 
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9 Annexe 4: Automotive 

As was previously explained in the Introduction section, the objective  of  this  section  is  

providing  a generic description  of  the car body paintshop process rather than a  specific  

description  of the  manufacturing installations/equipment of the TOFAS demo. In  other  

words,  elaborate  a public  document  with  an general overview  of  the car body painting 

key aspects like: 

▪ the possible production steps and their inter-relationship 

▪ the associated (English) terminology 

▪ short description of the possible required machinery 

▪ the qualitative description of the involved W.A.G.E.S. supplies 

Once said that, in the case of this demo, the description of the manufacturing processes is 

made following a high-level and public description of the TOFAS factory paint shop. The 

TOFAS paint shop process is the classical paint process with 4 main stages of e-coat, primer, 

basecoat and clearcoat and the corresponding baking stage after each of them. It is a standard 

and well known process in the coating industry and the chemical engineering academia. 

Therefore explaining the general concepts of it (the TOFAS painting process) in a public 

deliverable will not mean any possible undesired publishing of confidential information of the 

demo. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  automotive  industry  about  100  years  ago,  cars  were  painted  

with a varnish-like product that was brushed onto the vehicle surfaces;  this coating was 

sanded and smoothed, and then the varnish was reapplied and refinished to establish several 

layers of the coating. Automotive coatings continue to evolve as they either satisfy or are 

anticipated to meet customer expectations  and  environmental  regulations  while  also  

lowering  manufacturing  and  ownership costs.   

The structure of this Annex starts with a short introduction to the different layers that are 

applied in a car body and their corresponding associated coating process. It is also included 

and overview of the main sections of the two car body painting lines of the TOFAS factory. 

Then follows with a specific chapter for the Pre-treatment and E-coating process, the Sealer 

and PVC application process, the Primer coating process, the Top coating process and finally 

the Finishing line stage.  
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9.1 Automotive Body Painting Process  

The painting process today is a complex, multistage, extremely energy intensive and expensive 

operation. The automotive paint consists of up to five layers which are applied separately but 

must work together to provide corrosion protection, durability, and colour. These layers are 

phosphate, electrocoat, primer, base coat and clear coat. The joint set of base coat and clear 

coat is usually called topcoat. The average thickness values in painting process is given in 

Figure 1. 

From perspective of economic indicators, the painting process represents a major cost of 

production, with large capital investments and high material usage. (S.Bysko Computers and 

Industrial Engineering 139 -2020 105546) 

The painting process is the primary source for air emissions of regulated chemicals, including 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) and Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP). Solid and 

hazardous waste is also produced by the painting process e.g. waste paint through overspray, 

chemicals used to clean the painting lines and equipment. (Geffen Rothenberg, 2000)  

 
Figure 108: Paint layers (PPG Industries) . 

TOFAŞ paint shop has nearly 30.000 sqm closed area and has a production capacity of 436.000 

vehicles/year. The automation rate is 43% with 44 industrial robots. There are nearly 500 field 

and office workers. Paint shop consumes 48% of the total energy in TOFAŞ. (2021 data)  

 
Figure 109:TOFAŞ and paint shop general view. 

 

TOFAŞ is the unique automotive company in Turkey that produces both passenger and Light 

Commercial Vehicles (LCV) in the plant. The current models in production are given below. 
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Figure 110: Current models in production (2021). 

In the automotive production process the main stages of the production is given below 

 
Figure 111:Main stages of automotive production. 

In paint shop there are 3 Basic Production Units (BPU) named 311,312 and 313. The BPU 311 

includes Phosphate Treatment (PT), E-Coat (Electro-Coating), PVC (Poly Vinyl Chloride) 

and sealing lines, BPU 312 includes primer and topcoat lines and BPU 313 includes the 

retouch and finishing lines.  

There are 2 separate lines coming from the body shop dedicated to passenger and LCV. 

Passenger line enters to the Eisenmann PT and E-Coat line which is newer dates to 2007 and 

LCV line enters to Geico PT and E-Coat line which dates to 1994. After the operations, the 

bodies continue to PVC and seal line on 2 separate lines like before. These lines converge to a 

single primer line that dates to 1994. After primer painting, the bodies are sent to topcoat 

lines. The solvent based topcoat line is mainly dedicated to the white colour regardless of 

the model and dates to 1994. The water-based topcoat line is dedicated to the rest of the 

colours for all models and is newer dates to 2007.  The last operation is the finishing and the 

bodies go to the 2 separate lines in mix.  

In PT and E-Coat lines, the body is cleaned and after activation, phosphating, passivation, 

cataphoresis coating and washing with demineralized water are performed, respectively. 

In PVC-sealing lines, the bottom of the body, welding joints, fenders, doors, and ceiling joints 

are sealed with PVC for heat, water and sound insulation. 

After PVC sealing, body is directed to the primer paint booths for the primer coat. The primer 

coat of the bodies is done both manually and robots. There is a finishing operation after the 

primer line in where the quality checks are performed and if there it is necessary revisions are 

performed. The body is sent to the buffer platform for the colour selection and sequencing.  

For the topcoat painting it is necessary to change the colour in minimum frequency to 

decrease the paint material losses. For this reason, in the buffer area the bodies are sequenced 

to send the same colours consecutively.  
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Figure 112:TOFAŞ paint shop schematic lay out. 

The sequenced bodies enter to the topcoat paint booths. There are two topcoat booths; 

solvent based, and water based. In these cabins, the body takes the final paint. The main 

painting process (basecoat) is applied by robots, but the operators apply the paint manually 

to the zones that the robots cannot reach. Finally, varnish (clearcoat) is applied to the body. 

The body, whose coating processes have been completed, is sent to the finishing lines. Here, 

visual inspection, revision, retouching, paste polishing, final control and black skirt painting 

operations are performed. 

The completed body after finishing is sent to the assembly lines by aerial conveyors. 

 

Figure 113:TOFAŞ paint shop process flow. 

9.2 PT & E-Coat Process 

All production baths in phosphate-cataphoresis lines were designed as complete immersion 

in order to increase the corrosion resistance of the body. The lines operate fully automated. 

Chromium-free passivation and lead-free cataphoresis materials, complying with European 

Norms and are used in the processes.  
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Figure 114:Power and free (left) and vario shuttle (right) transfer systems. 

 

There are 2 parallel e-coat lines in paint shop named Geico and Eisenmann. In Geico lines the 

bodies transferred with power and free (P&F) conveyors. In Eisenmann line the bodies are 

transferred with vario shuttles. The main difference of these lines is the transfer system of the 

bodies in the pools. In vario shuttle, the car body inside the dipping pools flips during transfer. 

Although all different body types can pass through these lines in mix, in the current production 

conditions the passenger bodies goes through Eisenmann and LCV bodies goes through 

Geico. 

9.2.1 Degreasing and Rinsing process 

The Body In White surface (BIW) is fully coated with mineral oils that are necessary for forming 

in the stamping operations and avoid corrosion. Since mineral oils used to stop the reaction 

with air on metal will make it impossible to perform phosphating process. Degreasing and 

rinsing process is the first and most important phase of the surface treatment process. 

Non-demineralized water is used in the degreasing and rinsing process with special 

detergents. The degreasing pools are heated up to 50-60°C. Hot water is supplied 

from the boilers of energy center and the pools are heated by hot water with using 

heat exchangers. In the energy center there are boilers fired with natural gas. 

For the degreasing and rinsing process, bag filters are used to filter the contaminations. Bag 

filters are having 25-80-micron NMO (Nylon Mono Filament) and anti-oil filter feature.  

For the degreasing pools, the water is recirculated, and fresh water is supplied to the system. 

For the rinsing pools the cascading water is sent to water treatment plant and not recovered. 

The water is supplied continuously.  

The purpose of degreasing and rinsing process: 

• Remove all kind of surface contamination (oil, dust, grease, particles etc.) 

• Make the surface water break free 

• Prepare the surface for the following treatment step 
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Figure 115:Inside / outside view of degreasing and rinsing pools. 

 

 

Figure 116:The mechanism of removing oil by surfactants. 

 

9.2.2 Activation  

Activation process helps the formation of phosphate crystal on the body by forming active 

spots on the metal surface. It determines the corrosion resistance performance of paint layers 

applied in subsequent processes.  

Demineralized water in room temperature is used for activation process with a 

chemical based with titanium salt. 

 

The purpose of activation process: 

• Surface conditioning with the target of achieving faster phosphating reaction 

• Achieving thinner, more finely crystalline phosphate coatings 
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Figure 117:Poor activation / good activation visual. 

 

9.2.3 Zinc Phosphate process 

After the activation, bodies come to the phosphating bath which is the most critical and 

sensitive step in the zinc phosphating process. This process determines the corrosion 

performance of the succeeding painting layers.  

Phospate bath chemicals include Zn, Mn, Ni metals in poshporic acid solution.These metals 

clinges to the titan spots that are formed in the activationprocess with the help of heat and 

mixing effects. Hydroxil ammonium sulphate is also used for speeding the process.  

Demineralized water is used in baths with 45-50°C like degreasing and rinsing 

process, hot water supplied from the boilers of energy center is used to heat the 

pools with heat exchangers.  

There are filter presses in the system. During zinc phosphate process, FePO4 sludge is being 

formed in the pools. There is a filter press equipment in the system. This material is being 

filtered and sent as waste to cement factory.    

 

Figure 118:Phosphate crystals with 700 x electron microscope visual. 

9.2.4 Cataphoresis process 

It is a water-based primer coating made on metal surfaces based on electrochemistry 

principles and all metal surfaces with conductive properties make cataphoresis coating. 

Cataphoresis is the most important coating that protects metal surfaces against corrosion. 

The main materials used in the process is demineralized water, resin mix, pigment paste, acetic 

acid, phenoxy propanol and butyl glycol. The thickness of the coating is from 20 to 30 microns. 
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The temperature of the solution in the bath must be kept in the same range from 

32 to 36°C. The residence time during the application of soil is usually not less than 

120 seconds, optimal 180 sec. Voltage from 300 to 400V. Current strength from 300 

to 700A.  

After e-coat there is a rinsing step and an UF (Ultra Filtration) membrane for filtration process 

to recover the paint solids. 

 

Figure 119:Cataphoresis application schema (Source: Evolution of the Automotive Body Coating Process—A Review). 

 

Figure 120:E-coat pool (vario shuttle). 

9.2.5 Oven 

After the cataphoresis paint is coated, it is in wet form and in order to form a durable paint 

film that is resistant to external factors, they must remove the water/solvent chemicals inside. 

For this reason, cataphoresis layer is cured in a special ovens at 160°C during 20 minutes. 

In the oven, heat is applied and the e-coat film is fully crosslinked. For the e-coat material there 

is a curing window specified by the manufacturer of the coating material. The oven is designed 

and operated according to this window. The temperature time curve for the material in TOFAŞ 

is given below (PPG industries). 
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Figure 121:Oven temperature - time curve for e-coat ovens. 

 

 

Figure 122:E-coat ovens. 

There are 2 ovens in each line. The ovens are about 100 meters long. They have an 

average curing capacity of 70 vehicles per hour in each line. Natural gas and 

electrical energy are used in ovens.There are 6 sections in each ovens for heating. 

In the first and last sections, the fresh air is heated up by a natural gas fueled burner 

and supplied at 165°C. In the other sections the air is recirculated and heated by separate 

natural gas burners heated up to 190°C. After these sections, the bodies are cooled by ambient 

air to cool down to 35-40°C 

 

Figure 123:E coat ovens scada screen. 
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9.2.6 Cataphoresis Revision Process 

Bodies coming out of cataphoresis ovens arrive at cataphoresis revision lines. The quality 

defects from body or phosphate cataphoresis processes are being checked and repaired in 

these lines. All control and repairs are done manually. 

          

Figure 124: Revision process visuals. 

 

9.3 Sealer, PVC, and insulator application processes  

The e-coated bodies continue to the sealer process. Sealer application is for functional 

purposes. It is applied to underbody and upper body overlapping matching surfaces and the 

door hemming areas. Sealers avoid smoke, dust, and water infiltration. The underbody sealer 

operations are performed automatically with 16 robots and the rest of the areas are performed 

manually.  

 

Figure 125: Examples of sealer application. 

PVC protects the underbody against stone hits (chipping) during usage of the vehicle. All the 

PVC application is performed automatically by 2 robots.  
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Figure 126: Examples of PVC application. 

The insulators are applied to the interior floor of the vehicle and inside the doors. Insulators 

basically provides sound insulation coming from outside (way, engine, etc.) of the vehicle. The 

insulators are applied manually.  

 

Figure 127: Examples of insulator application. 

9.4 Primer coating process 

After the sealer operations, the bodies enter to the primer coating line. This line is unique for 

all models. With the primer paint, the defects from the previous process are covered, and it 

creates a flawless smooth surface for the topcoat paints that will be applied in the next process. 

In the cleaning station at the entrance of the primer application cabinet, the surfaces of all 

the bodies are wiped by the operators. The purpose of this station is to remove the 

contaminants on the body while passing through the transfer lines and adversely affect the 

primer paint process by wiping. In the air blow station, pressurized air is being used for 

cleaning. Lastly the operators checks for surface quality problems and apply wiping with 

special material called tag-rack. 

               

Figure 128:Tag-rack                             Figure 129:Air blow.                             Figure 130:Dry wiping 

 
There are eight 7-axis robots in the primer cabin. With these robots, the undercoat paint is 

applied electrostatic and is thrown on the body. Operators also work for the zones that are 

difficult to reach by robots (e.g. inside the body). The thickness of the primer layer must be 

over 28 µm. 
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Figure 131: Primer coating with robots and operator. 

      

The primer coated bodies come to the flash off area before entering to the ovens. 

These zone is a preheating zone and have 35-45°C. temperature. The zone is heated 

up with superheated steam. There are 2 parallel ovens after flash off area. The ovens 

are about 100 meters long. Natural gas and electrical energy are used in furnaces. 

Bodies get cured in 20 minutes at 140°C. There are 5 sections for primer ovens. The first 

four sections have a temperature of 160°C – the last one is 155°C.  After these sections there 

is a cooling section like cataphoresis ovens. Ambient air is being used to cool down the bodies 

to 30°C.  

 

 

           

Figure 132:Oven window for primer.                             Figure 133:Schematic view of primer coat ovens. 

     

The bodies exiting from the ovens goes to primer coat revision line. The purpose of the primer 

revision line is to eliminate the defects that may be found on the body surfaces and affect the 

appearance and surface quality before the final coat paint and varnish applications. If these 

errors are not corrected and repaired, they will be directly reflected on the finishing lines as 

under-paint errors. As a result, theses defects need to be repaired with longer repair time and 

higher direct/indirect material loss in the final revision lines. 
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Figure 134:Primer coat revision line. 

The revisions are done completely manual. The smaller errors are repaired by special 

sandpapers. The heavier repairs can be done by sandpapers attached to hand tools. The dusts 

after the repairs are cleaned 100% by the operators with special wipes called tag-rack. 

          

Figure 135:Primer coat revision with sandpaper, hand tool and tag rack. 

 

9.5 Topcoat Process 

The final step in the body coating process is to apply the topcoat. Topcoat consists of two 

layers (the basecoat and the clearcoat). The basecoat contains the primary colouring pigment, 

and the clearcoat provides a protective coating against environmental effects, corrosion, and 

UV light degradation, promotes unmatched colour retention, and provides a smooth, 

unblemished, and even finish. 

The topcoat colors are separated into two categories: serial colors and extra serial colors. In 

TOFAŞ there are 21 different serial colors and covers the 99% of the production volume. There 

are nearly 200 extra serial colors covering 1% of the production volume. In the recent years, 

bicolor and matt series are also introduced in the painting process having a very limited 

demand. There are two parallel topcoat booths; solvent based, and water based. The white 

colour and extra series bodies enter to the solvent based booth and the other serial colours 

enter to the water-based booth.  

After the primer line, the bodies are transferred to the topcoat line. Firstly, the surface of the 

body is completely wiped by operators with tag-rack. After the wiping process, the bodies 

come to the blow-off tunnel to clean the surfaces with pressurized air. After blow-off, the 

surface of the body is wiped with emu feathers.  
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Figure 136: Cleaning Unit (Emu feathers). 

After cleaning operations, the bodies enter to the basecoat stations. The inside of the body 

is painted with operators and the external of the body is painted by the robots.  

  

There is an intermediate oven in water-based booth for pre-curing the basecoat paint. The 

bodies are partially dried and cured nearly 3 minutes at 80°C. Natural gas is being used in this 

intermediate oven. 

For the solvent based line, since there is no clearcoat layer for the white color bodies, these 

bodies go directly to the final oven after basecoat. However, the extra series bodies also 

processed in the solvent base line, after basecoat the solvent material evaporates during the 

transfer time to clearcoat, so there is no need to have an intermediate oven and the bodies go 

to clearcoat directly. 

 

      

Figure 137:Topcoat painting in manually and automatic. 

In the clear coat, like the previous operations, the internal zones of the bodies are painted 

manually and external zones with robots. Bodies continue to the flash off cabinet in which the 

temperature is nearly 35-45°C. After flash off cabinet, the bodies are cured at 140°C for 20 

minutes.   

There are 2 parallel ovens for the solvent based line each one is 90 meters long. 

There are 6 heating sections. The first and last sections are fresh air sections and 

heated up to 120°C. Sections 2-3-4-5 are recirculation sections and heated up to 

160°C, 165°C, 165° C and 160°C. In these sections the air is heated by heat 
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exchangers in which superheated steam coming from energy center is being used.  There is 

also a cooling section and ambient air is being used to cool down the bodies to 30°C. 

There is one oven for the water-based line and 120 meters long. Like the solvent 

based, there are 6 sections with the same set temperatures.  In these sections the 

air is heated by natural gas burner. There is also a cooling section and ambient air 

is being used to cool down the bodies to 30°C. 

       

Figure 138:Top coat ovens.                               Figure 139:Window for topcoat oven. 

 

9.6 Finishing line 

The painted bodies continue to the finishing line. This line is illuminated specially to search 

and find possible quality problems. Yellow and white lights located nearly to each other and 

generates minimum 1000 lux along the line. By this way, the operators can detect the 

problems more easily.  

…….  

Figure 140:Finishing line. 

 Painted body (paste-polish) repair process, retouch repair process, and patch process are 

done manually for different quality problems.  
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… …….  

Figure 141:Sanding-paste polishing and wiping in the finishing line. 

Regarding energy consumption, no kind of thermal treatment is applied in this 

stage. Therefore, the only specific energy consumption of this stage is electricity 

due to the lighting systems and pressurized air. 

 


